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Foreword

he horrific events of September 11, 2001, serve as a painful reminder that America, for all its strength and vitality, remains at risk in a
changing and sometimes unpredictable world. In the wake of this
tragedy, the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review underscores that “the war
the nation fights today is not a war of America’s choosing.” Yet in every
period of its history the United States has faced unique challenges both to
its role in the wider world and its very way of life. Just one decade ago,
the United States and Soviet Union ended a lengthy and bitter Cold War
rivalry. More than 4 decades before that, the United States, together with
its allies, stared down the specter of fascism. Today, we fight again to
preserve democracy and freedom, but the enemies we face are far more
elusive, and the threats far more fluid, than those of the 20th century.
Beyond conventional warfare considerations, the United States
now faces an acute challenge in nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC)
weapons proliferation—a principal asymmetric warfare capability. These
weapons pose a diverse array of risks to U.S. and allied armed forces, civilians, and to the U.S. homeland itself. In the hands of irresponsible or
aggressive states, NBC weapons undermine regional stability and threaten
U.S. and allied interests. For defense planners, these weapons present significant, and difficult, strategic and operational challenges. Nor is the
emerging threat limited solely to state actors: in the future, some subnational entities, perhaps with state sponsorship, could become capable of
delivering NBC weapons globally.
Speaking at the National Defense University in May 2001, President George W. Bush rightly argued that these nations and groups present
a new and grave threat to the United States: “They hate our friends. They
hate our values. They hate democracy and freedom and individual
liberty.” In response, “we must seek security based on more than the grim
premise that we can destroy those who seek to destroy us. This is an important opportunity for the world to rethink the unthinkable and to find
new ways to keep the peace. Today’s world requires a new policy, a broad
strategy of active nonproliferation, counterproliferation, and defenses.”
The unprovoked September 11 attack has led to an international
coalition seeking to combat terrorism. While the terrorists who attacked
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the World Trade Center and Pentagon did not employ NBC weapons, their
actions leave little doubt that such weapons, had they been available,
would have been used. That morning of terror triggered the beginning of a
new battle, an assault against the forces of international terrorism whose
goal it is to cause mass death and destruction in the United States and
abroad. As part of this effort, the United States is redoubling its fight
against the proliferation of NBC weapons and technology and vigorously
seeking to improve its ability to operate in NBC environments.
The May 2001 conference hosted by the Center for Counterproliferation Research and this resulting monograph contribute to today’s
vital counterproliferation effort. By laying out the progress made since the
early 1990s and the challenges yet to be overcome, this report provides a
needed and comprehensive appraisal of the implications of NBC weapons,
their use, and U.S. countermeasures and responses. This report provides
timely and expert guidance and advice for American policymakers as they
formulate national plans and policies to deter and defend against NBC
threats in the years ahead.
We have entered an era in which our conventional military might,
while still critically important, is vulnerable to NBC attacks and other
asymmetric threats. New thinking about today’s challenges is required.
This monograph provides the foundation for comprehensive discussion
both on the role of counterproliferation in evolving U.S. defense strategy
and on tomorrow’s NBC challenges.

Paul G. Gaffney II
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy
President
National Defense University
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Chapter One

Introduction

Today, the sun comes up on a vastly different world. . . . Yet, this is still a dangerous
world, a less certain , a less predictable one. Mo re nations h ave nuclear w eap ons and still
more have nuclear aspirations. Many have chemical and biological weapons. Some
already have developed the ballistic missile technology that would allow them to deliver
weapons of mass destruction at long distances and at incredible speeds. And a number of
these countries are spreading these technologies around the world.
Mo st troubling of all, the list of these coun tries includes som e of the wo rld’s least
responsible states. Unlike the Cold War, today’s most urgent threat stem s not from
thou sands of b allistic missiles in Soviet h and s, but from a small number of missiles in the
hands of these states, states for whom blackm ail and terror are a way of life. They seek
weapons of mass destruction to intimidate their neighbors and to keep the
United States and other respo nsible natio ns from helping allies and
friends in strategic parts of the world.
—Geo rge W. Bush 1

he proliferation of nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC)
weapons poses major strategic and operational challenges to the
United States and an important political challenge to the
international community. In the hands of hostile states, these weapons
threaten stability in key regions, put U.S. forces at risk, and undermine the
U.S. ability to project power and to reassure friends and allies.
Increasingly, the American homeland is at risk as well. U.S. intelligence
officials routinely warn that more than a dozen states are actively pursuing
offensive chemical or biological weapons programs. Moreover, the 1998
Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests, as well as lingering concerns over the
status of the North Korean program, underscore the continuing nuclear
aspirations of key states. Many states also seek ballistic and, increasingly,
cruise missiles or other platforms capable of delivering NBC payloads.
Proliferation trends point to a problem of growing complexity: a
deepening of NBC capabilities among current proliferators; the spread of
NBC-relevant technologies that comprise “virtual” capabilities for wouldbe future proliferators; and the growing potential for subnational or statesponsored NBC terrorism.
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The international nonproliferation regime is likely to have only
limited impact in controlling these developments for states determined to
acquire, develop, or use NBC capabilities. Indeed, history suggests that
determined proliferators will find a way to work around the political and
practical constraints they confront. It was for this reason that, in chartering
the Defense Counterproliferation Initiative in 1993, Secretary of Defense
Les Aspin declared, “we are making the essential change demanded by
this increased threat . . . adding the task of protection to the task of
prevention.”2 The need to prepare to fight NBC-armed adversaries was a
principal lesson of the Gulf War. U.S. and allied forces were inadequately
prepared to confront Iraqi chemical and biological weapons, and most of
our coalition partners were even less well prepared. Moreover, postwar
revelation of the scope of Iraqi NBC activities sent shockwaves throughout the national security community, surprising even “informed” observers and highlighting serious potential vulnerabilities in U.S. regional security strategies and warfighting plans. While Iraq did not, ultimately, use
chemical or biological weapons in the Gulf War, its manifest ability to do
so, coupled with its evident (and largely undetected) technical progress,
underscored the emergence of a major new defense planning challenge.
Defense planning must now directly confront the possibility of
asymmetric warfare with NBC weapons in future confrontations with actors unable to challenge U.S. conventional military dominance. Under the
right circumstances, such weapons afford adversaries a tool of coercion as
well as a potential force multiplier—an opportunity, as the 1997
Quadrennial Defense Review concluded, “to circumvent or undermine our
strengths while exploiting our vulnerabilities.” For this reason, the use of
chemical and biological weapons, in particular, must now be viewed as a
“likely condition of future warfare.”3
The Department of Defense (DOD) defines counterproliferation as
the “full range of military preparations and activities to reduce, and protect against, the threat posed by nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons
and their associated delivery means.”4 Major elements include:
# maintaining a strong deterrent
# developing capabilities to identify, characterize, destroy, and

interdict the production, storage, and weaponization of NBC
weapons
# developing active defenses
# training and equipping our forces to operate effectively in an
NBC-contaminated environment
# developing the ability to manage the consequences of NBC
use
2
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# encouraging our allies and coalition partners to make counter-

proliferation a part of their military strategy
# supporting diplomacy through arms control and export
control.
While significant progress has been made in achieving these capabilities since 1993, much remains to be done. This monograph describes
the current state of the field with respect to the intelligence, policy, operational, and programmatic issues related to counterproliferation. It seeks to
present the counterproliferation imperative within the broader context of
strategy and deterrence developing in the Bush administration and highlights key contemporary issues. Finally, the monograph suggests areas for
future emphasis in improving our understanding of the NBC threat and in
further developing appropriate responses.

INTRODUCTION

3

C h ap ter T w o

The NBC Threat: Perspectives on
Intentions and Capabilities

he counterproliferation community has devoted significant effort
over the last decade to developing working propositions on the NBC
threat and the manner in which it may present itself in actual
confrontations with regional aggressors. Despite continuing gaps in hard
intelligence, the result of this effort has been to facilitate an important
evolution in thinking on the threat. Ten years after the Gulf War, analysts
have a more nuanced appreciation of NBC weapons and the manner in
which they could be used by adversaries to achieve specific objectives
against the United States or a U.S.-led coalition. The defense policy,
operational, and intelligence communities’ perceptions of the changing
threat include several evolving features.
The threat is not monolithic. The tendency to think about NBC
weapons as a more or less single threat gradually is changing to a greater
differentiation in terms of both threat and response. While the term
weapons of mass destruction retains some political utility, our thinking
increasingly reflects the more complex reality that NBC weapons differ
considerably across a range of attributes, including their ability to inflict
mass-destruction effects. Indeed, each weapon type presents a distinct
problem requiring an appropriately varied framework for analysis. Viewing biological warfare through the prism of chemical warfare is no longer
adequate; doing so would perpetuate old misconceptions and complicate
efforts to develop the unique responses required by the nature of the biological weapons (BW) threat. Similarly, nuclear and radiological weapons
vary considerably both from each other and from chemical and biological
weapons. Adversaries may elect to employ one or more weapon types to
inflict either varied or synergistic effects.
The threat is asymmetric. NBC weapons are now widely viewed
as integral to the larger concept of asymmetric threats by which less capable adversaries will seek to counter U.S. advantages. This means NBC
weapons are intended not only to counter U.S. nuclear capabilities as a
“poor man’s atomic bomb” but also to exploit perceived vulnerabilities in
U.S. and allied conventional operations and political will. Accordingly,
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NBC weapons cannot be viewed solely as last-resort weapons, because
adversaries may well see their early use as a key to victory; and they may
brandish NBC weapons for coercive purposes in an effort to break coalition cohesion. In support of a defined strategy, use may be tactical (for
example, against a key military node) or strategic (for example, against a
city), with potential timing of use ranging from early to late and with potential effects ranging from disruptive to catastrophic. Because U.S. political will is a potential target, we cannot expect U.S. or allied territory to be
a sanctuary from NBC attack in the context of a regional war with a rogue
nation. The theater of war is, in fact, global. In support of asymmetric
strategies, adversaries may use NBC weapons in combination with other
unconventional capabilities (such as information operations) designed to
counter U.S. strategies and forces.
Nor is the NBC threat confined to state actors. While states are a
principal focus of concern, terrorists and other nonstate actors have become increasingly important for the intelligence, law enforcement, and
national security policy communities to watch. The continuing diffusion
of technology, the ongoing risk of diversion of weapons-related expertise,
and the clear willingness for some subnational actors to contemplate mass
destruction or disruption together foreshadow a future that may not closely
resemble the past. As the September 2001 anthrax attacks underscore, the
American homeland is at risk. And, of course, NBC-capable states may
share their capabilities with terrorist or other subnational organizations.
The potential combination of state-level capabilities and resources and an
emergent mass-casualty motive structure among particular subnational
organizations poses a challenging and potentially dangerous convergence
of problems. How this convergence may play out in the context of a war
on terrorism is unclear, but the trend line is generally unfavorable in this
respect.
NBC weapons have operational utility. In the past, many assumed
that effective employment of NBC weapons was simply too hard for
lesser-developed powers. Today, the operational utility of NBC weapons
is more widely acknowledged. These weapons will not always be easy for
adversaries to use effectively, but the integration of chemical warfare capabilities in particular into the forces and doctrine of key proliferators of
concern indicates that these states have given deliberate thought to how
best to employ them. Many contemporary analyses reflect this trend, and
important initiatives designed to translate our understanding of operational
utility into a more effective chemical weapons (CW) defensive posture are
under way. In contrast, the United States is much less far along in developing defensive postures to cope with the unique problems likely to be
created by the use of biological weapons. Closing this deficit is a high priTHE NBC THREAT
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ority for the future. With respect to nuclear weapons, one should not discount potential adversary attempts to use them tactically—for example,
generating an electromagnetic pulse intended either to cause disruptive
effects or to serve as a demonstration or escalatory warning shot.
Appreciation also has increased for the fact that NBC weapons
have utility below the level of mass destruction and that mass-destructive
effects will not always result from their use. Even where such effects are
possible, the adversary may use these weapons in such a way as to explicitly avoid them. The adversary may opt to avoid mass-destructive effects
for deliberate operational reasons or perhaps to keep from crossing a
threshold perceived as likely to trigger a devastating response. Or, despite
an intention to do so, the adversary may prove unable to achieve such effects due to technical, operational, climatological, or other considerations.
For these reasons, the counterproliferation community now more clearly
understands the possibility of limited and low-lethality applications. This
is especially the case for biological weapons, given the significant number
of available incapacitating agents. But it is also true for chemical weapons, given the recognized need to better understand low-level (and longterm) CW effects.
NBC weapons have strategic utility. An aggressor need not have
a highly effective tactical NBC capability to achieve important effects.
One clear lesson of the Gulf War was that even conventionally armed ballistic missiles could have strategic impact by altering the political dynamics of a coalition. The credible capability to hold friendly cities and other
important civilian assets at risk with NBC weapons could confer significant strategic advantages to a regional aggressor, even if its overall NBC
capability was limited. Missiles may be a preferred way to manifest this
capability for purposes of coercion (at least until effective missile defenses are in place), though other means also exist to threaten strategic
targets. Conceivably, the mere possession of nuclear weapons could embolden a rogue state and encourage risk-taking behavior. It could also
raise the likelihood that chemical or biological weapons would be employed for coercive or operational purposes or to demonstrate the capability to escalate—while holding in reserve a nuclear “trump card” to hedge
against regime defeat or leverage more favorable war-termination terms.
Key command-and-control facilities, logistics nodes, staging areas, and
other traditional rear areas may be particularly attractive targets for a biological attack. Moreover, on this expanded battlefield, civilian assets may
become prime strategic targets, and the theater of operations is likely to
include both traditional areas of operation and also the United States
and/or allied homelands.

6
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Adversaries are probably comparing notes. The 1990s saw a notable increase in the transfer, exchange, and sale of NBC- and missile-related information and technology among key states, both consumers (for
example, North Korea, Iran, and Pakistan) and suppliers (for example,
Russia, China, and North Korea). Moreover, because the United States is a
common antagonist to many states of proliferation concern, planners and
strategists from these countries reasonably can be expected to share perspectives on how to leverage NBC weapons in confronting both the United States and U.S.-led coalitions. These discussions most likely would be
focused not only on the present but also on future U.S. forces based on the
revolution in military affairs. To such actors, the United States plausibly
has a strategic personality that, if understood, would yield insights into
U.S. vulnerabilities and how to exploit them. For instance, insofar as the
United States is perceived to be casualty-averse, the ability to inflict largescale casualties may prove attractive to a potential adversary. We need a
better understanding of how adversaries perceive U.S. strategic culture,
how they may collude in developing NBC strategies under present and
future conditions, and how tacit or opportunistic collaboration may threaten U.S. interests in a collateral area of operation in the midst of a conflict
elsewhere.

The Intelligence Challenge
The Intelligence Community (IC) views its core mission as providing policymakers with unique, high-value information on proliferation
trends and activities. Most of this effort is focused on the daily challenge
of tracking the activities of key states of proliferation concern (for example, Iran, Iraq, and North Korea), the growing network of these “secondary” proliferators, and the technology transfers from Russia and China that
support these activities. Also of particular concern are the activities and
intentions of states such as Syria and Libya, the nuclear and missile rivalry
between India and Pakistan, the continuing development and spread of
weapons-usable technologies, the potential leakage of material and expertise from key states, the improvement of deception and denial practices,
and other related issues.
For a number of reasons, the IC faces an increasingly complex
challenge in confronting NBC proliferation. The threat is dynamic with
respect to both motivations and means to acquire NBC weapons.
Motivations. Proliferation pressures appear to be growing, driven
largely by regional security dynamics, the availability of technology, and
nascent arms competitions in strategically important areas. Most prospective U.S. adversaries view NBC weapons as important counters to U.S.
conventional military strength and power projection capabilities. ImporTHE NBC THREAT
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tant proliferation thresholds are being crossed, such as the transition in
states like Iran and Pakistan from short-range to medium-range ballistic
missiles. Chronic proliferation problems with Iraq and North Korea remain unresolved. At the same time, the constraints provided by international norms and technology controls are under increasing pressure. The
activities of insincere adherents to the nonproliferation regime erode confidence in the regime. And there is a perception in some quarters that
states outside the regime—such as India and Pakistan—pay little price for
their continuing proliferation activities.
Means. States seeking NBC weapons enjoy more technological
options today than in the past, and anticipated advances will accelerate
this trend. While an extensive set of traditional biological warfare agents
already exists—any
one of which could
According to Director of Central Intelligence George
seriously threaten miliTen et, “mo re than ever we risk substantial surprise. This
tary operations and
is not for a lack of effort on the pa rt of the Intelligence
civilian populaComm unity; it results from significant effort on the part
of proliferators.” Te net sees four m ain reaso ns for this:
tions—genetic engiFirst and foremost, proliferators are showing
neering creates the pogreater proficiency in the use of denial and deception.
tential for a vastly exSecond, the growing ava ilability of dual-use
panded menu of BW
technologies—including guid anc e and control equipoptions, complicating
ment, electronic test equipm ent, and sp ecialty ma terials— is mak ing it easier for proliferators to obtain the
efforts to project and
materials they need.
understand the evolvThird, the potential for surp rise is exacerbated
ing and emerging
by the growing capacity of countries seeking WMD to
threat. In the chemical
impo rt talent that can help them make dramatic leaps on
arena, so-called novel
things like new chemical and biological agents and
delivery system s. In short, they can buy the expertise that
(or fourth-generation)
confers the advantage of technological surprise.
agents are in danger of
Finally, the accelerating pace of technological
becoming more widely
progress ma kes info rma tion a nd techn olog y easier to
proliferated. And even
obta in and in more advanced forms than when the
5
as more states are deweapons were initially developed.
veloping or acquiring
ballistic missiles, an
increasing interest in
cruise missile technology is evident. The future will hold more sources of
materiel and know-how as secondary suppliers emerge from the ranks of
regional proliferators and become increasingly capable net exporters of
NBC-related (but often dual-use) technology. As these technologies continue to spread, as indigenous production potential increases, and as timelines for weapons development shorten, the potential for surprise grows.

8
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The absence of fully informed, real-time assessments of political intentions in these states further reinforces this uncertainty.
In light of these trends, the IC clearly faces a major challenge in
enhancing its technical depth in disciplines related to NBC weapons and
delivery means. Beyond the critical task of recruiting skilled personnel, a
fundamental challenge for the IC is to understand the ways in which the
dynamic threat environment increases uncertainty and the prospects for
surprise.

Thinking About and Preparing for Surprise
Proliferation surprise is not a new problem, though historically it
has been most evident with respect to mistaken estimates of the nature or
maturity of specific national programs. Examples include the scope and
depth of Iraqi NBC programs at the time of the Gulf War, the developmental and production status of the North Korean long-range missile program, the extent and sophistication of the former Soviet Union BW program, and the clandestine Indian nuclear tests in 1998. These types of surprise still must concern us, especially when the mobilization capability
matters more than stockpiles (as with biological weapons). Particularly in
nations hostile to U.S. interests, unexpected approaches to acquiring or
integrating NBC weapons could have important political and military implications. Our ability to recognize such adaptations should not be
assumed, especially if we rely principally on rigidly validated intelligence.
Indeed, the states of greatest proliferation concern are also among the
hardest intelligence targets; their closed or restrictive political processes
often make it difficult to obtain high-fidelity information on such sensitive
issues. Information on adversary capabilities, plans, and intentions may
not be available, may be fragmentary or misleading, or may change
quickly. Rather, we must prepare for a range of operating conditions and
regional circumstances in an effort to mitigate the effects of surprise. This
capabilities-based approach is central to the 2001 Quadrennial Defense
Review: an effort to “anticipate the capabilities that an adversary might
employ to coerce its neighbors, deter the United States from acting in defense of its allies and friends, or directly attack the United States or its
deployed forces.”6
An equal danger is that we will experience surprise of a more strategic nature, which could take the form of the emergence of significant but
unexpected proliferator states (for example, allies or friends responding to
regional proliferation developments), unknown capabilities (such as those
acquired covertly from external sources), or unanticipated operational
concepts for the employment of NBC weapons. Adversaries may use NBC
weapons in ways we expect and believe we understand. But they may also
THE NBC THREAT
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make choices with respect to timing, agents, and targets that defy conventional wisdom. Or, they may succeed in areas U.S. specialists thought
unlikely—as the former Soviet Union’s reported success in weaponizing
both plague and marburg suggests, even as U.S. weaponeers researched
and discounted the prospects for the former and devoted only modest resources to understanding the weaponization potential of the latter.
The capacity for adversaries to achieve surprise is rooted in a number of factors. In some cases, doctrine for the use of NBC weapons may
not be formalized or documented or may instead be closely held by a
small number of specialists or senior officials. The overexposure of U.S.
intelligence efforts is a problem as well: if adversaries know too much
about what we are looking for and the principal sources and methods used,
the task of concealment and deception is greatly eased. Perhaps most serious is the persistence of mindsets that channel U.S. expectations and estimates into canonical assumptions about how competent, well-organized,
resource-constrained, or risk-tolerant adversaries may be. These assumptions in turn can lead to flawed judgments about the “when, where, and
how” of NBC use. For instance, some analysts remain incredulous that
state-level adversaries would ever actually employ NBC weapons against
U.S. equities for fear of nuclear retribution. Others suggest that while normative or other constraints may be a factor, adversaries may instead interpret perceived limitations differently. Moreover, constraints may not override operational and strategic incentives for adversary NBC employment.
Indeed, many analysts find the threat credible and point to potential uses
that conceivably fall below the nuclear response threshold or for which
attribution is problematic. Ground truth is likely to remain elusive in the
absence of additional real-world data or experience and will likely vary by
actor and by specific situation. To the extent possible, our planning must
account for plausible, if unexpected, events; we mirror-image or unduly
constrain ourselves to the limited or fragmentary quantity of information
available at our own peril.
Broader based threat assessments that consider unexpected proliferation developments could focus on identifying plausible, actor-specific
surprise scenarios and evaluating the implications for current intelligence
estimates, collection and analysis activities, national policies, investment
strategies, and operational plans. Principal objectives would be to identify
critical vulnerabilities and the steps required to address them and to both
diminish the prospects for and mitigate the implications of surprise. Over
time, a sustained effort is required to institutionalize a process of alternative analysis that challenges prevailing assumptions about the threat. From
specialized training of individual analysts to structured “red-teaming” of
estimates and vulnerability assessments, a greater level of resources and
10
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management attention must be devoted to developing and considering alternative assessments of how adversaries may integrate, brandish, and use
NBC weapons. This process should, as appropriate, include the perspectives of our allies. Improving threat assessment is a difficult task but an
important one if we are to avoid being captive to preconceptions and intellectual biases that will heighten the likelihood of strategic surprise.
Employing active diplomatic and operational measures to dissuade
adversaries from employing, and where possible, developing, NBC weapons and missile delivery vehicles is a principal task of national efforts to
combat proliferation. At the same time, preparing for and mitigating the
effects of surprise also means maintaining a robust counterproliferation
science and technology base capable of supporting hedging strategies
against emerging (and to some degree unpredictable) threat developments.
Likewise, the more capable forces are of operating in contaminated environments, the more resilient they will be in facing NBC surprise on the
battlefield.

THE NBC THREAT
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Cha pter Three

Counterproliferation Policy: Current
and Emerging Issues

The [1997] Quadrennial Defense Review underscored . . . two key challenges as part of
its strategy to ensure future NB C attack prepa redness. It must institutionalize cou nterproliferation as an organizing principle in every facet of military activity, from logistics
to ma neuver and strike warfare. It mu st also internation alize those sam e efforts to ensure
our allies an d po tential coalition pa rtners to train, eq uip, a nd p repa re their fo rces to
opera te with U.S . forces und er NBC con ditions.
—Secretary of D efense Annu al Repo rt to the President and the Co ngress 7

Policy Objectives
The Gulf War led to a fundamental reassessment of Cold War-era
views on the operational utility of NBC weapons for our adversaries, the
strategic implications of NBC threats or employment, the efficacy of deterrence in a regional context, and the requirements for operations in NBC
environments. This evolution in thinking about the NBC threat and adversary use concepts informs the ongoing work of the policy community
across the counterproliferation pillars of counterforce, active defense, passive defense, and consequence management (see figure 1 and chapter 5,
below), and in related areas such as deterrence, doctrine, and international
cooperation. This work proceeds from a recognition of several important
realities: that U.S. forces are likely to confront chemical and biological
weapons on a future battlefield; that NBC weapons may be leveraged
early for coercion or in support of anti-access strategies; that strong distinctions are required in analyzing and responding to NBC weapons; that
across this spectrum, BW defense requires much greater attention; and
that coalition and host-nation considerations are of great importance.
The twin goals of institutionalizing and internationalizing counterproliferation established in the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review provide
important benchmarks for success as policy direction and specific initiatives are formulated and executed. Thus, it is useful to take stock of
counterproliferation as a broad organizing principle for defense policy and
planning. While considerable progress has been made, significant chal12

lenges remain to complete DOD transformation and to more effectively
operate in a combined or multinational setting in future endeavors.

Completing the Counterproliferation Conversion
The vision articulated in 1993 with the creation of the Defense
Counterproliferation Initiative has only partly been realized. Some capability has been built, but not yet enough to declare success. Across the defense establishment, many see counterproliferation as a pivotal issue, but
for some the vision of military excellence that defines future warfighting
largely excludes counterproliferation. Those who still question the rationale for counterproliferation generally view the NBC threat as either inherently unmanageable or easily deterred. Either way, they question the
wisdom or feasibility of the mission. To complete the transformation process necessary to successfully wage war on future battlefields, DOD must
continue to press both the “software” and “hardware” challenges imposed
by the critical counterproliferation mission.
Figure 1: Counterproliferation Operational Concept (JCS/J5, 2000)
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Management Considerations
In part, counterproliferation has suffered from being characterized
as a joint acquisition activity. While the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act directed that warfighting be conducted jointly, the acquisition system is still dominated by the military services. Until jointness is
better institutionalized as an acquisition imperative, counterproliferation
will be vulnerable in Washington budget battles—a vulnerability reinforced by the absence of an “iron triangle” of influential industry, service, and Congressional advocates. Strengthening the process by which a
single commander in chief (CINC)—a Joint Forces Commander—defines
truly joint warfighting requirements would likely help.
A more fundamental problem is that counterproliferation is a mission that has lacked a clear managerial focus. Within DOD, it cuts across a
number of functional and regional domains. And the larger counterproliferation mission is genuinely an interagency function. Despite the
rhetorical emphasis routinely accorded counterproliferation, to date little
effort has been made to consolidate direction, authority, and accountability for the overall counterproliferation mission. Some argue that the White
House could have a positive impact here, but only if staff in multiple offices are empowered to perform program oversight, not just policy coordination. To this end, they would recommend a multi-year, multi-agency
counterproliferation program over which the White House maintains managerial oversight as a means to better focus counterproliferation activities.
Others argue that the White House is ill suited to program management
activities and suggest instead that increased Presidential attention, the
availability of sufficient resources, and improved DOD management and
interagency coordination would help focus efforts and achieve results.
The Bush administration appears prepared to make counterproliferation a prominent, national-level priority. For DOD, the 2001
Quadrennial Defense Review specifies four key elements of emergent defense strategy: assuring allies and friends; dissuading potential adversaries; deterring threats and countering coercion against the United States, its
forces, and friends and allies; and decisively defeating an adversary.8 It
calls for developing missile defenses “as a matter of priority” and enhancing denial capabilities to mitigate the effects of attack if deterrence fails.
In this context, it requires the development of counterforce capabilities
that can “deny sanctuary” to adversary assets, particularly NBC-related
facilities, missile launchers, and other related targets.9 It implicitly recognizes the need for U.S. forces to improve their ability to manage the
consequences of NBC attacks rapidly and effectively and suggests a key
role for improved defensive and medical countermeasures against chemical and, especially, biological weapons. Finally, it suggests the need to
14
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conduct effective postwar operations, in particular to seize, dismantle, and
destroy an adversary’s residual NBC weapons and associated delivery
means and infrastructure and to begin remediation of NBC-contaminated
environments.
At the national level, a Senior Director for Proliferation Strategy,
Counterproliferation, and Homeland Defense is now on the National Security Council staff, and the Office of the Vice President also has focused on
this area (for example, through a major interagency review of homeland
defense activities). Most recently, President Bush authorized the creation
of a new, robust White House Office of Homeland Security. These developments are positive steps that, if well-coordinated, may help overcome
the institutional biases, barriers, and dysfunctions that have hampered
DOD counterproliferation efforts since 1993.
Transforming Biodefense
Even as the threat posed by biological weapons is expected to
grow in the years ahead, the DOD approach to biological weapons defense
has in fundamental respects been shaped by the chemical defense paradigm developed in the Cold War. But any lingering tendency to view biological defense principally as an extension of traditional chemical defense
doctrine must yield to a paradigm shift that recognizes the unique nature
of the BW threat. The traditional defensive template emphasizing avoidance through technical detection, protection through elaborate individual
and collective protective ensembles, and decontamination has only limited
application in a biological environment. In particular, the inherent limitations of technical biodetectors make avoidance strategies problematic. In
light of this weakness, doctrine should place greater emphasis on meteorological forecasting and medical surveillance, perhaps in conjunction with
improved air sampling technologies when available. Because climatic
conditions can be an important factor in the timing and locations of BW
attacks, integrating meteorological forecasting and reporting into doctrine
can help identify higher-risk time windows. A strong medical surveillance
system can provide timely warning that a biological event has occurred,
thereby accelerating the process of making a definitive diagnosis and initiating treatment. To protect personnel from what is largely a respiratory
threat, serious consideration should be given to simple, inexpensive mask
concepts.
Far from being “too hard,” improved biodefense may be possible if
grounded in sound principles. Between the current inadequate technical
detection-based approach and the ideal of perfect biodefense, military operators stand to benefit from an incremental approach. The required paradigm shift is one that recognizes and operationalizes prevention and rePOLICY
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sponse concepts found in the public and occupational health arenas.
Adapting thinking and planning in this direction will be a challenge but is
essential if practical measures are to be made available to the warfighter to
manage the risks associated with biological warfare.
Thinking Nationally—and Internationally
Counterproliferation must be viewed both as a national and an international security priority and not simply as a warfighting mission. Ultimately, DOD is concerned about prevailing in regional conflicts in which
NBC weapons are used. But the threat has implications that extend far
beyond the regional CINCs and requires a response that engages communities well beyond DOD. If continental U.S.-based forces are a potential
target of an NBC-armed regional
adversary, large numbers of civilians are also at risk, thereby enThe proliferation of w eapo ns of mass
destruction and their mea ns of delivery a re
gaging the interests and capabiliincreasing ly a fact of life that first must be
ties of government at all levels. If
acknowledged and then ma nag ed. W hile
U.S. forces are to have long-term
striving to prevent further proliferation
protection against the BW threat,
remains essential, a determined state may,
the expertise of the medical and
nonetheless, succeed in acquiring weapons
of ma ss destru ction and increasin gly
public health communities must
cap able missiles.
be leveraged effectively. If only
—D onald Rumsfeld 1 0
U.S. forces enjoy protection
against NBC threats, our assumptions about coalition warfare are likely to be challenged. In these and
many other ways, a narrow conception of counterproliferation will encumber policymakers’ efforts to understand the complex nature of the threat
and to leverage the many sources of expertise required to craft an effective
response—in DOD, the interagency community, state and local governments, the private sector, and the international community.
Recognizing the importance to future military operations of working with allies and coalition forces, policy officials have made cooperation
with appropriate international partners a priority. While only a limited initiative in the early 1990s, the effort to internationalize counterproliferation
is increasingly mature and productive. In key regions, the United States is
working to develop a common understanding of the threat and to encourage allies and coalition partners to equip and train their forces to enhance
interoperability under NBC conditions. In the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), these efforts center on the Senior Defense Group on
Proliferation, a senior consultative group; the NATO Weapons of Mass
Destruction Centre, which coordinates information sharing; and a number
of a bilateral activities with key allies focused on chemical and biological
16
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defense issues. Large-scale exercises have engaged key coalition partners
in Asia and the Middle East, and bilateral working groups have been established with South Korea, Japan, Israel, Egypt, and other states.
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Chapter Four

Operations in NBC Environments:
Perspectives on the Warfight

The capability to defend against NBC attacks and sustain combat operations in NBC
environments requires forewarning and properly trained and equipped forces throughout the theater. U.S. forces must be prepared to conduct and sustain operations in NBC
environments with minimal degradation.
—Joint Pub lication 3–1 1, Op erations in NBC Environm ents 1 1

General Perspectives from Key Warfighting Regions
Translating counterproliferation objectives into operational practice is one of the principal challenges facing the warfighter, requiring
credible threat assessments, well-developed plans and operational concepts, effective equipment, realistic training, and coordination with allied
and coalition forces. While these joint and combined challenges are most
acute on the Korean Peninsula and in Southwest Asia, the integrated list of
CINC-specified counterproliferation priorities (table 1) has applicability
for all warfighting and supporting CINCs.
Because many defense analysts assess that early and large-scale
use of chemical weapons by North Korea is likely should war erupt, the
United States faces a serious NBC threat on the Korean Peninsula.
Although U.S. knowledge of North Korean NBC capabilities is not definitive (for example, potential gaps in our information about stockpiles and
production capacity), chemical warfare in particular appears fully integrated into North Korean operational doctrine and plans. The forward divisions of South Korean forces are especially vulnerable, as are the large
number of civilians within range of the North’s chemically armed tactical
weapon systems. North Korean short- and medium-range ballistic missiles
also pose a chemical (and possibly biological) threat to more distant targets of operational and strategic importance, such as air and sea ports of
debarkation (A/SPODs), tactical air bases, the territory of Japan, and other
rear-area targets. Much less well understood, but potentially of even
greater significance, is the threat posed by Pyongyang’s biological warfare
capabilities––a key concern of the recent Coral Breeze exercise series and
18

one that is likely to grow in importance as a factor in U.S. operational
planning. While we have begun to understand the potential scope of the
North Korean BW challenge, much work remains to be done to meet this
threat effectively.
Table 1: CIN C-Id entified Counterp roliferation Req uirem ents
(January 2001)
1

Provide industrial protection to forces
and assist allies/coalition partners
with relief from N BC effects

2

Detect and monitor development,
production, deployment, employment, and transfer of weapons of
mass destruction and determine vulnerabilities

3

Comm unicate the ability/will to employ interdiction/response capabilities

4

Intercept the conventional delivery of
WMD w ith minimal collateral effects

5

Detect and monitor use of W MD

6

Condu ct off-site attack to destroy,
disable, and deny WMD targets

7

Comm unicate the ability and will to
employ defense capabilities

8

Establish and maintain relations with
allies and potential adversaries to discourse development, production, and
use of WMD

9

Provide collective protection to forces and assist allies/coalition with relief from the effects of NBC

10

Seize, destroy, disable, and deny
transport of WMD

11

Condu ct information warfare to destroy, disable, and deny WMD developm ent, production, deployment, and
employment
ENVIRONMENTS
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12

Determine vulnerabilities in decisonmaking process related to WMD

13

Conduct on-site attack to seize, destroy, disable, and deny W MD targets

14

Provide alternatives to the pursuit of
WMD

15

Support treaties, export controls, and
political/diplomatic efforts

16

Destroy, disable, and deny actor’s
non-WM D resources and capabilities

17

Establish/m aintain ability to restore
from W MD use

18

Provide personnel, training, material,
equipment, to support security assistance

19

Provide intelligence collection capabilities in support of U.S. Government nonp roliferation efforts

Over the past few years, a principal focus of U.S. Forces Korea
and the U.S. Pacific Command has been to understand the challenges in
projecting power to and within Korea under the threat of the North’s
chemically-armed ballistic missiles. In conjunction with the U.S. Air
Force, command elements have begun to implement risk-based concepts
of operations that may ultimately enhance the prospects for maintaining
the time-phased force deployment data flow and sustaining an effective
level of tactical air sorties in a chemical warfare environment. A number
of important issues still must be resolved to bring this effort to successful
completion, including defining decontamination standards for large aircraft and ships essential to strategic lift operations; understanding the risks
and tradeoffs involved in adopting less stringent standards as an expedient
measure in wartime; fully implementing “split MOPP” (mission-oriented
protective posture) procedures at air bases; and, perhaps most importantly,
conducting additional testing to confirm the fate of particular chemical
agents under a range of conditions.
In Southwest Asia, the U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM)
area of responsibility, the threat is more diffuse than in Korea. In some
ways, planning for NBC contingencies is more complex as a result. A
wider range of scenarios involving adversary use of NBC weapons must
20
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be considered. Coalition warfare in this theater could involve a broader set
of nations, with varying degrees of political and operational vulnerability.
U.S. reliance on host-nation and third-country national support for war
plan execution creates a considerable degree of uncertainty; more focused
attention is required to this potential fault line in U.S. planning. And because it does not have permanently assigned forces, USCENTCOM is
somewhat limited in its ability to prepare for NBC contingencies, particularly with respect to training. USCENTCOM has a better understanding of
these and related considerations as a result of the Desert Breeze series of
seminars and games and the Cooperative Defense Initiative. As in Korea,
the greatest uncertainties concern the possible threat or use of biological
weapons.

Specific Operational Challenges
In both the Korean and Southwest Asian theaters, but also wherever U.S. forces must be prepared to operate in contaminated environments, a number of challenges must be confronted to enhance capability.
The BW threat to operations requires more systematic thought.
Our understanding of how the use of biological weapons could affect major theater war is very limited. Given the relative paucity and often dated
nature of available data, the analytic community has only limited confidence in casualty prediction estimates. Moreover, we lack a credible medical concept of operations for mass casualty scenarios, and overall we have
little appreciation for the physical and psychological disruption BW may
cause at the unit level, for broader execution of theater war plans, or for
securing larger U.S. strategic aims.
Analytic gaps persist. Many of the traditional, campaign-level
models used to analyze military operations are limited in their ability to
integrate chemical and biological warfare considerations. A more effective
suite of operations research tools is required. Further, a more complete
range of military operations needs to be subject to analytic scrutiny for
their vulnerability to NBC attacks. While some operations (for example,
mobility, logistics, and tactical air) have been carefully studied, others
have received relatively less analytic attention (such as naval and amphibious landing operations).
Reliable, accessible, and timely information enables effective operations in NBC environments. Many, if not most, CINC areas of concern
relate to gathering and processing the information required to ensure situational awareness and make timely decisions that advance objectives while
protecting the force and reducing the threat. This requirement includes
real-time intelligence on adversary NBC weapons plans, operations, locations, and movements (including mobile missile operations and hard and
ENVIRONMENTS
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deeply buried targets); standoff detection capabilities to facilitate timely
warning and reporting of NBC hazards; and real-time capability to evaluate the consequences of execution (in particular, collateral effects) when
considering strikes on NBC targets.
Joint doctrine must encourage the full utilization of information
technology but also recognize the limits of technology and the potential
vulnerabilities of reliance on information-based systems. Revised doctrine
in Joint Publication 1, Joint Warfare of the Armed Forces, and 3–11, Joint
Doctrine for Operations in Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Environments, has helped the warfighter. But the doctrine development process
needs to better align tasks with organizations and ensure that responsibilities for counterproliferation-related tasks are well defined. Consequence
management and doctrine specific to operations in a BW environment are
areas in which improvement is needed. In addition, joint doctrine is inherently limited by the shortfalls in hard intelligence on adversary intentions,
capabilities, and plans. The material in Joint Publication 3–11 on threat
considerations is useful at the conceptual level, but as we learn more about
specific adversaries, joint doctrine must keep pace. Commanders’ guides
to assist in the implementation of joint doctrine are being developed and
may help address this shortfall.
Counterproliferation software includes joint doctrine but also emphasizes the more detailed operational concepts, tactics, techniques, and
procedures, and training and exercises required to implement technologybased solutions. Advanced technologies can be leveraged to achieve force
protection and battlefield dominance only if this software is equally robust. Higher-level exercises are equally important. CINC-level exercises
across the counterproliferation spectrum (including consequence management) need to be fully integrated into Joint Chiefs of Staff-level exercise
programs. The national chain of command also needs to be exercised so
that senior officials are given the opportunity for realistic consideration of
counterproliferation contingencies, including courses of action for preemption. Finally, a requirement exists to better understand the readiness of
our NBC defensive capabilities. In one of its major recent actions, the
DOD Counterproliferation Council established an initiative to develop
quantitative standards for assessing the readiness of chemical and biological defense capabilities to support mission-essential tasks.12
Theater targeting of adversary NBC capabilities is another example of counterproliferation software that requires focused attention and
improvement. The U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) works
with the regional commands to develop strike options for CINC-nominated targets, to include consequence of execution analysis. This activity
is expected to grow over the next several years as planning tools improve
22
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and progress is made on tough problems like hard and deeply buried targets. As improved capabilities provide new military options, policy guidance on such issues as preemption and collateral effects must be developed or further refined.
A joint planning framework for counterproliferation is maturing
but is still very much a work in progress. The first Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan tasking for more focused counterproliferation planning appeared
in 1996. Subsequently, the contingency plans 0400 and 0500 processes
were established, and recently the Joint Staff issued a revised Counterproliferation Strategy. Additionally, a number of joint acquisition programs are in place. But 8 years after the creation of the Defense Counterproliferation Initiative, the Joint Mission Needs Statement and the Capstone Requirements Document that define a joint perspective on counterproliferation programmatic directions and needs remain unwritten. The
Joint Requirements Oversight Council has directed that these documents
be created as part of an integrated counterproliferation roadmap and investment strategy; USSTRATCOM and the U.S. Special Operations Command have the lead in their development. Other suggestions include developing joint standardized templates to provide a common operational concept for the chemical or biological defense of critical fixed assets, maneuver forces, and other military operations.

Consequence Management and Military Operations
To date, the DOD approach to consequence management has had
important payoffs, principally an improved capability to provide military
support to civil authorities in response to an act of domestic NBC terrorism. Planning is more robust, important expertise and capabilities have
been built, and early concerns
about the extent of appropriate
The employm ent or threa t of nuclear,
DOD involvement in domestic
biolo gical, and chemical (NBC) weapons
and other toxic materials pose unique
affairs have largely been allayed.
challenges to U.S. military operations
But downsides have been evident
worldwide. . . .
as well. Most notable among
these is that the importance of
Com manders have the respon sibility to
domestic and foreign conseconsider the implication of a potential
quence management to military adversary’s NBC ca pab ilities not only in
the adversary’s geographic region, but
operations has largely been disalso in other regions, including the United
counted. DOD is viewed primarStates.
ily in its role as a responder to,
rather than as a lucrative target
—Joint Publication 3–11 1 3
for, domestic NBC attacks. In
fact, U.S.-based warfighting
ENVIRONMENTS
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forces and supporting facilities are plausible targets for such attacks,
which may be acts of war perpetrated by a state in conflict with the United
States rather than traditionally defined terrorist acts. One presumptive purpose of such an act would be to disrupt and delay U.S. military deployments while striking a psychological blow by demonstrating the vulnerability of the U.S. homeland. This motive fits well within the template of
asymmetric conflict. Yet U.S.-based forces and facilities are often inadequately prepared for such contingencies, even as vital resources that could
support force protection are devoted to civil support activities. This state
of affairs is not sustainable and demands fresh thinking about consequence
management and force protection.
Our conception of the NBC threat must be broadened to recognize
that domestic military targets may be at risk as part of the warfighting
strategy of a state adversary. Power projection forces must be protected by
improving installation preparedness and by avoiding an over-commitment
of warfighting assets to civil support activities. A reexamination of the
Civil Support Team concept may free up some of the necessary resources.
In parallel, greater attention is needed to civil support to military authorities. The ability of a military facility to cope with NBC attacks will depend greatly on local response capabilities. Joint planning and exercises
involving DOD and local authorities should include this type of contingency. Significant mutual benefits can be realized if a more balanced approach is taken to enhancing consequence management capabilities for
both local communities and DOD facilities.
Overseas, similar challenges confront the Department of Defense.
Consequence management is a challenging task for the regional CINCs,
given resource limitations, shortfalls in technical expertise and experienced personnel, and the need for continuous training in regions where operating tempo is already high. Yet military support to host-nation
consequence management is an important mission as it contributes to
deterrence, reassurance, and coalition warfare strategies. Here, too, an appropriate balance must be struck between the requirements of this mission
and the needs of warfighting, force protection, and the restoration of operations at U.S. military facilities. It is important that host nations not become overly dependent on the United States for consequence management, as this could degrade the ability of U.S. armed forces to prosecute
the war. Host nations need to independently develop and field appropriate
consequence management capabilities. At the same time, host-nation medical and other services are likely to play a key enabling role for operations
in NBC (and especially biological) environments.
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Chapter Five

Counterproliferation Acquisition

As N BC wea pon s and their m ean s of delivery become mo re bro adly available, w e will
develop counterforce capabilities that can effectively hold at risk NBC-related facilities
(including deep u nderg round facilities), missile launchers a nd other related targ ets,
while minimizing collateral effects. In particular, we will also require improved defensive
and medical counterm easu res ag ainst chem ical and especially bio logical we apo ns, to
sustain operations in chemical or biological weapons environments. To assure U.S.
citizens, as well as friends and allies in the face of NBC threats, U.S. forces must have the
means to conduct operations after the cessation of hostilities to seize, dismantle, and
destroy an adversary’s residual NBC weapons, associated delivery means, and
infrastructure, an d to beg in remediation o f NBC -contamina ted environments.
—“ Guidance and Terms of Reference for the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review”1 4

ielding systems that can detect, protect against, mitigate the effects
of, and otherwise neutralize or defeat NBC weapons is critical to
prevailing in NBC environments. Maintaining robust research and
development and acquisition programs is an important element of
deterrence and is essential if U.S. forces are to have defense in depth
against the range of NBC threats they may encounter, including
unanticipated threats or fielded countermeasures. State-of-the-art
defensive systems enhance protection of forces and populations, while
advanced counterforce capabilities broaden the range of options available
to proactively limit exposure to the threat. As capabilities improve,
commanders can leverage them through innovative operational concepts
and adaptations to tactics, techniques, and procedures. Developing
program priorities that reconcile warfighter requirements, technical
feasibility, and resource constraints is an ongoing challenge.
The interagency Counterproliferation Program Review Committee
(CPRC) was established in 1994 to review the principal activities and programs related to countering proliferation within the Department of
Defense, the Department of Energy, and the Intelligence Community. The
CPRC is chartered to make recommendations regarding interdepartmental
activities and programs to address shortfalls in existing and programmed
capabilities. In this context, the group annually identifies areas for capability enhancement (ACEs) in which progress is needed in programs designed to counter NBC and missile proliferation (shown in table 2).15
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While the list has evolved somewhat since 1994, many identified requirements pose difficult technical challenges that have yet to be fully overcome and may not, in some cases, be successfully met for some time. Of
the roughly $6.5 billion programmed against the ACEs annually, DOD
contributes the vast majority (almost $6 billion). Approximately twothirds of this amount has traditionally been allocated to ballistic missile
defense.16
Table 2: Counterproliferation Program Review Com mittee Areas for Capability Enhancement (ACEs), 2000
DO D A CE Priority
(Rank-Ordered)
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
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ACEs
Enable sustained operations in an NB C environment
through decontamination and individual and collective protection
Detection, identification, characterization, and warning of CB W agents
Medical protection against NBC agents, to include
vaccine stockpile availability
Collection, analysis, and dissemination of actionable
intelligence to counter proliferation
Ballistic and cruise missile active defense
Support for Special Operations Forces and defense
against paramilitary, covert delivery, and terrorist
NB C threats
Target planning for nuclear, biological, chemical,
and missile (NBC /M) targets
Detection, characterization, and defeat of hard and/or
deeply buried targets with minimal collateral effects
Detection, tracking, and protection of NBC/M and
NB C/M -related materials an d components
Detection, characterization, and defeat of N BC /M
facilities w ith minimal collateral effects
Prompt mobile target detection and defeat
Provide consequence management for terrorist use of
NBC weapons (in cluding civil support in response to
domestic WM D contingencies)
Support export control activities of the U.S. Government
Support inspection and mon itoring activities of arms
control agreements and regimes and other nonproliferation initiatives
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Directions in Chemical and Biological Passive Defense
The principal factors shaping current efforts in chemical and biological (CB) passive defense are the evolving threat, technology advances,
established and emerging mission requirements, organizational roles and
missions, and national defense policy. For the foreseeable future, the acquisition community will continue to “chase the threat,” which (particularly in the biological arena) is dynamic and in important ways not transparent. Accordingly, a multifaceted approach to CB defense is required,
built upon a robust science and technology base, a unique critical technology infrastructure, and coordinated efforts between DOD operators and
developers, other government agencies, industry, academia, and allies.
Ultimately, the success of the CB defense program will be measured by its
ability to meet user needs. These needs, realistically, must recognize that
even a highly robust passive defense capability cannot provide a complete
solution to the NBC threat. Passive defense must work in conjunction with
other and counterproliferation tools.
The Fiscal Year (FY) 2001 “Joint NBC Defense Priority List” contains 34 items focused on the 2007–2025 timeframe. These priorities are
derived from intelligence assessments, Joint Vision 2020 strategy, and
service and CINC requirements. Priority list items span the critical areas
of contamination avoidance, individual protection, collective protection,
restoration capability, medical countermeasures, and NBC battle management. The overall research, development, and acquisition investment strategy reflects the Office of the Secretary of Defense review of these priorities in relation to strategy requirements and fiscal constraints; in general,
these priorities emphasize detection requirements more than protection or
medical countermeasures. Funding for DOD CB defense activities for the
FY02–07 period is expected to average approximately $1 billion annually,
inclusive of science and technology base, other research and development,
procurement, military construction, and Defense Advanced Research Project Agency activities. Procurement is the largest element in this funding
profile, most of which is encompassed in the Joint Service Chemical-Biological Defense Program. Details on individual programs can be found in
a number of official DOD documents, including the annual Chemical and
Biological Defense Program, Overview of Joint Service Chemical and
Biological Defense Program and the CPRC Report on Activities and Programs for Countering Proliferation and NBC Terrorism. In addition to
ongoing science and technology research, development, and procurement
activities, a number of important efforts are intended to better define the
threat, requirements, and responsive operational concepts.
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The Chemical-Biological Threat Agent Program is an effort to
better understand, archive, and manage information on the threat by coordinating and integrating the work of the intelligence, science and technology, and operational communities. The program will be built around a
center of expertise for managed studies of the CB threat designed to bring
an improved understanding of agent operational effects to the warfighter
in real mission context. Operations research and systems analysis techniques will be emphasized, supported by a robust CB laboratory structure.
The Low-Level Chemical Warfare Agent Working Group was
chartered to implement the findings of a May 1999 DOD report that highlighted deficiencies in our understanding of the effects of low-level exposure to chemical weapons. The working group mission is to ensure a focused, coherent effort is made to redress these deficiencies and thereby
provide the basis for a knowledge-based risk assessment and risk-management strategy. The working group will review ongoing research, recommend new research programs, provide guidance on the standardization of
models, CW agents, and exposure levels to guide research, and ensure that
research efforts address operational considerations.
The Restoration of Operations (RestOps) Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstration (ACTD) is an ongoing initiative designed to
provide a fixed site with the capability to take effective actions to protect
against and immediately react to the consequences of a chemical or biological attack. RestOps aims to enhance site response for quicker recovery
of operating tempo through an integrated sensor and early warning network; improved protection, decontamination, and medical response capabilities; and an improved ability to determine the impact of attacks on operations (with emphasis on sortie generation). While expecting rapid restoration to original pre-attack capability would be unrealistic, a significant
reduction in degradation and recovery time may be possible through focused improvements in materiel and tactics, techniques, and procedures. A
proposed follow-on ACTD would focus on contamination avoidance at
sea ports of debarkation in the USCENTCOM area of responsibility beginning in FY02.

Emerging Counterforce Capabilities
The Gulf War exposed serious deficiencies in our ability to locate
and target NBC and mobile missile targets. Allied planners significantly
underestimated the number, location, and type of Iraqi NBC assets; as a
result, many important sites escaped attack and were not discovered until
United Nations inspections took place. Moreover, targeting NBC facilities
raised an issue with acute political, legal, humanitarian, and operational
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implications: the potential for collateral, principally civilian, casualties
resulting from the spread of toxic materials. These considerations were
still critical 7 years later, when the risk of releasing chemical or biological
materials led the United States and United Kingdom to proscribe certain
targets during Operation Desert Fox in 1998. As Secretary of Defense
William Cohen said at the time, “We’re not going to take a chance and try
to target any facility that would release any kind of horrific damage to innocent people.”17
Also in 1998, similar considerations reportedly influenced the selection of targets in Operation Infinite Reach, in which U.S. cruise missiles struck the al-Shifa facility near Khartoum, Sudan. According to press
accounts, this plant was targeted both because of its suspected connection
to chemical weapons and because it posed a lesser risk in creating civilian
casualties than other nominated targets.18
In this area, research and development activities are directed at
developing strike capabilities that can achieve operational objectives
while minimizing collateral effects and denying sanctuary to adversary
assets located in hardened and/or buried targets. The research and development community is emphasizing comprehensive support to the warfighter, from target characterization and pre-attack planning to systems
integration and weaponeering to post-attack assessment. Given the significant concern regarding collateral effects, an important counterforce focus
is to develop targeting support tools that integrate NBC weapons effects
phenomenology and target-specific information on critical nodes and NBC
processes in countries of concern. Increasingly, the focus here will be on
the biological weapons threat and how best to interdict it. A related technical challenge is to keep pace with adversary efforts to protect NBC assets
through hardening and other forms of cover and concealment.
Equally challenging is the problem of locating and targeting critical mobile targets, particularly ballistic missiles. This, too, was a key
problem area during the Gulf War. Coalition forces expended considerable
resources in a largely unsuccessful effort to find and destroy Iraqi mobile
missiles. While the coalition had considerable success targeting fixed sites
associated with mobile missile operations and suppressing the overall missile rate of fire, the effort to target the mobile element of Iraqi missile operations was generally ineffective.
As capabilities emerge that provide solutions to these fixed and
mobile target problems, U.S. forces may become less constrained in taking offensive action against NBC assets and the adversary’s task in seeking to protect these assets will become increasingly difficult. As our ability to credibly hold such targets at risk improves, some of the leverage
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associated with possessing NBC weapons will begin to erode. A number
of specific areas are of particular interest.
Counterproliferation ACTDs. Surface or shallow buried targets
characterized by reinforced concrete bunkers are vulnerable to current or
planned penetrating munitions. The Counterproliferation 1 ACTD demonstrated how an advanced penetrating munition with a “smart fuze” delivered from manned aircraft could defeat a cut-and-cover target while limiting the venting of toxic materials. The Counterproliferation 2 ACTD is
now testing standoff penetrators to perform a similar mission, integrating
more sophisticated sensor tools for combat assessment.
Advanced Energetic Materials provide another potential solution
to the challenge of neutralizing NBC hazards with minimal collateral effects. So-called agent defeat munitions require payloads that rely on extreme heat, chemical reaction, or thermobaric effects (fuel-air blast). Several DOD organizations are investigating these concepts, and some are
being pursued in collaboration with allied research and development establishments.
Hard and Deeply Buried Targets (HDBT). Hard and deeply buried targets presently are invulnerable to physical destruction by conventional weapons. These targets are multiplying as a result of advances in
tunneling technologies and the priority adversaries give to cover, concealment, and deception. As a result, greater management attention and resources are being devoted to HDBT defeat. After many years of technical
study, efforts to develop solutions to this problem are transitioning to requirements definition and the creation of a science and technology master
plan. Solutions will be built on advances in target characterization and
computational tools, the establishment of realistic test facilities, and new
concepts to exploit unique vulnerabilities of tunnels for functional defeat.
Some in the warfighter and analytic communities have called for modifications to existing nuclear weapons to provide more effective counters to
deep underground facilities.
Special Operations Forces (SOF). Counterproliferation is a principal mission of the U.S. Special Operations Command, whose forces may
be called upon to perform missions in advance of, or in conjunction with,
direct military action. Special operations forces train to carry out interdiction missions, provide reconnaissance to locate NBC or missile assets, and
conduct precision strikes to capture, disable, or destroy such assets. Research and development for SOF-related activities addresses critical gaps
in operational capability, with an emphasis on HDBT and mobile threat
systems as well as NBC detection and explosive ordnance disposal. Developing the capabilities and operational concepts to defeat BW-related
facilities is one important area of emphasis.
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Hazard Prediction capabilities have received considerable attention since Operation Desert Storm. In the context of extensive analysis of
the mysterious “Gulf War Syndrome,” a number of different models were
employed in an effort to discern whether, when, and in what quantities
chemical agents may have been dispersed—inadvertently or
otherwise—during the Gulf War. The incomplete data and often divergent
assumptions upon which purported releases were modeled led to inconsistent, and often contradictory, effects modeling. This uncertainty, and parallel concerns over our limited ability to accurately predict downwind hazards from chemical and biological releases, prompted greater investment
in automated systems to simulate NBC hazard transport and diffusion.
Further, to better rationalize DOD approaches to this problem, the Deputy
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Defense has been designated as the central DOD authority on issues
relating to NBC modeling and simulation.
Attack Operations focus on fielding improved capabilities against
mobile missile threats. The overall goal is to degrade adversary capability
to the point where the threat can be neutralized effectively by active and
passive defenses. By reducing launch opportunities and forcing the adversary to conduct decentralized operations, attack operations seek to prevent
coherent missile attack strategies intended to overwhelm in-place
defenses. Current emphasis is on exercises, experiments, and the development of tools and technologies designed to define and achieve required
levels of effectiveness to meet this goal. Critical supporting capabilities
are in the areas of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR);
battle management and command and control (BM/C2); and weapons. The
principal technical-operational challenge is to detect, identify, and track
time-critical targets (in particular, loaded transporter-erector-launchers
and populated garrisons) and to pass this information to platforms positioned to conduct timely strikes. This requires responsive, real-time capability to manage multiple sensor assets, fuse large volumes of sensor data,
and task weapons platforms. These capabilities are not unique to countermobile missile operations. The emerging operational concept, architecture, and joint capabilities roadmap for attack operations builds
extensively on current or planned multi-mission systems for ISR, BM/C2,
and weapons.

Active Defense
Many regional states, including past and potential future U.S. adversaries, are investing heavily in the acquisition and/or development of
ballistic missiles. The spread of Scud technology, in particular, has fueled
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this process. The international community became sensitized to this phenomenon in the Iran-Iraq “war of the cities” in the 1980s. The United
States and its allies confronted the missile threat directly during the Gulf
War, and the strategic potential of these weapons—despite their substantial inaccuracy—became much more evident. Especially if mated to NBC
weapons, ballistic missiles have the potential to shape profoundly the political and military nature of future crises and wars. U.S. missile defense
efforts in the 1990s focused largely on countering the regional threat to
expeditionary forces. Progress has been made in these programs, though
large-scale deployments remain several years away. Regional powers continue to use ballistic missiles to intimidate adversaries and support military operations.
The inexorable extension of missile ranges and the ongoing exchange of technologies among proliferator states mean more nations will
be able to move beyond short-range systems (less than 1,000 kilometers
[km]) to field medium-range missiles (1,000–3,000 km) over the next several years. At least seven states already have done so, including North Korea, Iran, Pakistan, and India. These four states also have active
intermediate-range (3,000–5,500 km) missile programs, and a number of
countries have developed or are seeking to develop launch vehicles that
could provide the foundation for intercontinental-range missiles. The potential long-range missile threat, especially from rogue states like North
Korea, Iran, and Iraq, has been a growing concern of the United States for
several years and has heightened the emphasis within the overall missile
defense effort on capabilities designed to protect U.S. territory.
A New Approach to Missile Defense
After considerable debate, the Clinton administration decided to
pursue a limited homeland defense capability based on a single (landbased) system and sought to conform its characteristics to the constraints
of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. The Bush administration
has adopted a different approach, emphasizing a broad program of technology investigation and concept development not constrained by the
Treaty and therefore not artificially segmented into theater and national
defensive systems. The plan unveiled by administration officials in July
2001 envisions an aggressive program of research, development, testing,
and evaluation (RDT&E) focused on key technologies for intercepting all
ranges of missiles at all stages of their flight: boost, midcourse, and terminal. The architecture for an end-state missile defense capability has not
been predetermined; initial emphasis is on reinvigorating RDT&E activities, speeding development of proven technologies, and identifying the
most promising new technologies, including space-based concepts.
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Changes to the testing infrastructure are intended to provide for more realistic testing, including the launching of multiple missiles from several
different locations in likely flight paths toward the United States.
The administration’s goal is to field as soon as possible a limited
but effective defense against “handfuls” of missiles. Fielding prototype or
rudimentary versions of ground-, sea-, and air-based systems capable
against longer-range missiles may be possible by 2005. The test program
designed to advance this goal will, according to administration officials,
“bump up against” the ABM Treaty sooner rather than later.
The International Dimension. Although unilateral withdrawal from the
ABM Treaty is possible, the United States is exploring with Russia the
prospect of developing a new framework on missile defenses that can
replace the treaty. As a practical matter, no missile defense system
currently envisioned by the United States would jeopardize Russia’s
strategic deterrent. China, while not a party to the ABM Treaty, has
expressed strong concerns about U.S. intentions, suggesting that effective
missile defenses will both undermine China’s strategic posture and
compel greater investment in strategic forces. U.S. officials have observed
in consultations with Russia and China that both states have contributed to
a worsened proliferation environment, particularly vis-à-vis missiles, and
to the resulting sense of risk that has created the need for defensive
systems to counter advances in rogue state programs.
NATO. Some European states have expressed reservations regarding the U.S. intent to develop and deploy a “national” missile defense, but
trans-Atlantic cooperation on a range of other missile defense initiatives is
both substantial and longstanding. Several NATO allies participate in the
Patriot program, and others are currently engaged with the United States
in developing the Medium-range Extended Air Defense System and exploring sea-based missile defense concepts. In fact, NATO consideration
of missile defense has, from the outset, been an integral element of the
overall Alliance approach to meeting the proliferation threat. The 1994
Brussels Summit established senior-level working groups to develop a
policy framework for preventing, reducing, and defending against NBC
threats. The Senior Defense Group on Proliferation (DGP) assessed NBC
threats to NATO and identified a priority requirement to defend deployed
Alliance forces with extended air defenses, including tactical ballistic missile defense. Near-term emphasis was to be placed on lower-tier missile
defense, but the DGP also concluded that layered defenses (lower- and
upper-tier) would be needed as the missile threat evolved. In addition, the
DGP envisioned that wide area defenses could one day be needed to protect NATO territory against longer-range ballistic and cruise missiles.
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Based on the DGP findings, NATO civil and military authorities began
integrating missile defense into planning through the development of initial operational concepts and requirements.
By the late 1990s, arrangements for shared early warning based on
U.S. space-based assets were being implemented, and Alliance members
agreed that tactical ballistic missile defense battle management and command, control, and communication functions would be integrated as part
of the NATO Air Command and Control System. The 1999 Washington
Summit added impetus to these efforts by recognizing the need to improve
the Alliance posture against NBC threats. More recently, NATO commissioned two detailed feasibility studies to evaluate alternative architectures
for integrating “layered” missile defensive systems into NATO extended
air defense. These studies, which are funded by NATO and led by U.S.Europe industry teams, will by early 2003 recommend a preferred architecture and prepare draft requirements documents. Study results will be
used in a subsequent project definition phase to develop more detailed
design and operational performance parameters for capabilities to be procured by 2010. This work represents a pivotal step in advancing an overall
vision for NATO missile defense as an interoperable family of systems
providing layered protection, supported by a foundation of shared early
warning and robust battle management and command, control, and communications. Existing national and multilateral programs provide key
building blocks for acquiring this capability.
Other States. Several other states allied with or friendly to the
United States also are increasingly concerned about the growth in regional
missile capabilities and view active defense as a necessary response. Some
states, such as Israel, see missile defense as central to their security and
have made significant investment in active defense capabilities. The Israeli Arrow system, funded largely by the United States, is now deployed
in limited numbers, and research continues on boost phase intercept capabilities. Japan, alarmed by the North Korean missile test in August 1998,
responded in part by joining the United States in research and development for sea-based missile defense. Finally, states such as Turkey and Taiwan have recently expressed strong interest in acquiring missile defenses.
As the ballistic missile threat grows, additional states also are likely to
seek such capabilities.
Cruise Missile Defense. Active defense requirements increasingly will
need to extend to cruise missiles. While few states currently possess longrange land-attack cruise missiles (LACMs), many have acquired anti-ship
cruise missiles. It is possible, using current aerospace technology, to
convert anti-ship cruise missiles or modify other airframes into LACMs,
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and the technologies to support cruise missile development are widely
available. These include commercial GPS navigation instruments,
compact avionics, flight programming software, and powerful, lightweight
jet propulsion systems. Outright purchase of LACMs is also possible; in
recent years, high-performance cruise missiles have been displayed at
Russian air shows.
By 2010, as many as 10 states—some of them in regions of principal security concern to the United States—may possess LACMs. Although
ballistic missiles likely will remain a priority (at least in the near term) for
many states because of their political and psychological significance,
cruise missiles in many ways offer a cheaper and operationally effective
alternative or complement to ballistic missiles. For instance, biological
agents can be delivered far more efficiently in a line source from a cruise
missile than through bulk dissemination from a ballistic missile warhead.
The characteristics of cruise missiles, including their small size, ability to
operate in low altitude, terrain-following mode, and variable flight paths,
present a considerable challenge to the defense. To the degree emerging
LACMs have stealth features, this challenge will be even greater.
Cruise missile defenses have been a consistent feature of the CINC
priority lists compiled annually since 1994, but to date, only modest investment has been made in developing appropriate capabilities. Higher
priorities have commanded greater resources, and management attention
has been focused more on the ballistic missile challenge. Today, recognition of the cruise missile problem is growing in DOD, and increased management attention and resources are being devoted to developing
solutions. These solutions will build on traditional air defense capabilities,
some ballistic missile defense programs (for example, Patriot PAC-3 has
demonstrated a capability to intercept cruise missiles), and, perhaps most
important, innovative concepts for improved surveillance and networked
sensors to address the toughest problem posed by cruise missiles: detecting the target. At present, a number of individual service programs exist,
some of which show promise. But DOD is still in the early stages of organizing a more systematic or architectural approach to cruise missile defense. The North American Air Defense Command is developing formal
requirements, and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence has been given lead responsibility
to create a long-range technology development and acquisition plan. The
initial objective is to determine the degree to which existing capabilities
can be leveraged to form the foundation of a cohesive defensive network.
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Ch ap ter S ix

Responding to the Biological
Warfare Challenge

ver the last two decades, biological warfare capabilities have
proliferated both horizontally and vertically. The number of
nations pursuing biological weapons has grown, though in recent
years, the increased sophistication of existing capabilities has been of
relatively greater concern.19 Motivations may vary, but these trends are
facilitated by at least three factors: inherent limitations in nonproliferation
and arms control regimes; the potential diffusion of materials and knowhow from countries such as Russia and South Africa; and advances in
biotechnology. Especially as the capabilities of potential military
adversaries grow, so does the importance of the United States finding
effective responses to this threat. If the United States confronts a
significant BW threat in the future and fails to deal with it effectively, the
appeal of biological weapons likely will grow, and states that had opted to
forego these weapons could well reconsider their choice. While DOD
today views the activities of a select number of states as a matter of
concern (table 3), a world in which 30 or 40 or more states possess
biological weapons would be a world in which the U.S. role in projecting
power and underwriting regional security in key regions would be
incalculably more difficult.
Yet in the decade since the Gulf War, we have made only limited
progress in meeting the BW challenge—despite considerable motivation,
resources, and effort. On one level, the more we have learned about biological weapons, the more complex the challenge has become. On another
level, solutions we thought could be fielded relatively quickly have proven
more difficult than anticipated. Our response has been hampered as well
by deficiencies in expertise, organizational dysfunctions, regulatory requirements, and “legacy” or “business-as-usual” mindsets (for example,
over-reliance on inadequate technical detection or intelligence capabilities). Fundamentally, despite the insights and capabilities gained in the
last 10 years, the counterproliferation community still does not have an
appropriate and shared vision for defense against biological weapons or a
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widely accepted understanding of what constitutes success in an expansive
threat environment. Today, many defense elements continue to view biological defense through the chemical defense prism—despite considerable
differences in weapon employment, casualty generation, net operational
impact, and the requirements for and efficacy of medical countermeasures.
One reason for our limited progress over the past decade is that the
BW threat has not been universally viewed as the most urgent of security
challenges. Whereas many observers see a unique convergence of motivations and technologies rendering the threat increasingly salient, others see
the apparent absence of BW use in modern conflict as evidence of restraint by states that is likely to carry forward into the future. (This viewpoint and related judgments may need to be revisited in light of the September 2001 anthrax attacks. As of this writing, it is not yet known who is
culpable for these actions.) For still others, the threat is so great that traditional countermeasures are likely to produce only marginal reductions in
risk, and at high cost. They argue that investment is better directed elsewhere, and nuclear deterrence is the only viable response. Finally, there
are those who see the urgency of the threat but view the solution in simplistic terms—particularly better intelligence or a technology breakthrough. The reality is far more complex. Although more intelligence can
always be acquired, a “smoking gun” on capabilities will remain difficult
to uncover, while reliable, real-time information on adversary intentions is
an even harder target. (Indeed, the Intelligence Community cannot obtain
information that the adversary has yet to develop and integrate; those
climbing the BW “learning curve” may in some cases be doing just that:
learning as they go.) Dramatic technological breakthroughs are always
possible, but there is no “silver bullet” on the horizon that will dramatically transform the BW defense problem. In any case, technology innovation alone is not likely to relieve the CINCs and services of the requirement to rethink the warfight in the context of adversary BW employment.
Without a shift in attitude and approach, the growing dynamism of
the BW threat may well outstrip U.S. ability to mount a meaningful
response. If we are to see real progress, senior-level commitment is required. In the past, Presidential initiative has been a catalyst for greater
action, as in bioterrorism response. Sustaining Presidential commitment is
critically important, especially at a time of transition in defense strategy
and in light of the interagency nature of the BW problem. Within DOD,
the Secretary of Defense and his senior team must translate the general
discussion of emerging threats into focused attention on the BW problem.
This means ensuring adequate funding to sustain a coherent long-term
biodefense strategy and implementing the reforms necessary to leverage
those resources to field meaningful capabilities.
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Table 3: Assessment of Select BW Proliferators (2001 )20
Ru ssia

China

North K orea

Ind ia

Pakistan
Iran

Iraq

Syria

Libya
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Some elements of the Soviet-era biological warfare program
may remain intact and could support future agent production.
Some offensive biological warfare activities may be ongoing.
Possesses an advanced biotechnology infrastructure as well
as the requisite production capabilities to develop, produce,
and weaponize biological agents.
Reaffirmed its commitment not to develop biological
weapons but likely retains some elements of an offensive
program.
Has pursued biological warfare capabilities since the 1960s.
Possesses infrastructure that can be used to produce
biological warfare agents; may have biological weapons
available for use.
Thought to be working with anthrax, cholera, plague, and
smallpox pathogens.
Has substantial biotechnical infrastructu re and expertise,
some of which is being used for biological warfare defense
research.
Believed to have the capabilities to support a limited
biological w arfare research effort.
Possesses overall infrastructure and expertise to support a
biological warfare program.
Pursues contacts with Russian entities and other sources to
acquire dual-use equipment and technology.
Believed to be actively pursuing offensive BW capabilities;
may have small quantities of useable agent now.
Produced and weaponized significant quantities of biological
warfare agents prior to 1991, including anthrax, botulinum
toxin, and aflatoxin.
Adm itted its biological warfare effort in 1995 after 4 years of
denial; claim s to have destroyed BW munitions stockpiles
after the end of the Persian Gulf War.
Believed to be able to reconstitute its BW capabilities within
a few weeks or months in the absence of inspections; may
have restarted its BW program already.
Has a limited biotechnology infrastructure, but thought to be
adequate to support a limited BW program.
Believed to be pursuing biological agent development but no
major agent production effort likely is under way.
Remains in research and development stage but may be
capable of produ cing small quantities of agent.
Hindered by a small technological base and UN -imposed
sanctions.
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In particular, streamlining the research, development, and acquisition activity for biodefense should be a priority. Organization and process
in this area are by most accounts unnecessarily complicated, with unclear
lines of authority and inadequate oversight to ensure the effective collaboration of developers, warfighters, and the defense medical system. Among
the management reforms that should be considered are strengthening the
oversight role of the Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for
Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Defense and establishing a Joint Program Executive Office for BW defense. Taking stock of current efforts to
develop state-of-the-art biological detectors may also be advisable. While
this activity has yielded important progress over the last decade, solving
the technical detection problem clearly is proving far more difficult than
anticipated. An end-state of “detect to protect” or “detect to warn” remains
a sound objective, but predicting with confidence when such a capability
will be achieved is difficult. In addition, it makes sense to hedge against
the possibility that a “detect to protect” capability is not achieved in a reasonable timeframe. Moreover, in the event such a capability does become
available, the number of systems acquired may not be sufficient to ensure
full force protection in the near- to mid-term. All these uncertainties suggest the need to consider different approaches to technical
detection—including non-traditional concepts, which could involve complementing achievable advances in technical detection with operational
concepts emphasizing epidemiological surveillance, meteorological monitoring, and expedient masking in high-threat conditions.
The warfighter community needs better tools to analyze the operational impact of biological weapons. In turn, this community needs to develop actionable biodefense concepts, integrate them into planning, and
conduct realistic exercises and training. The trend to date has been to
downplay the potential magnitude of the BW challenge or overestimate
the efficacy of U.S. countermeasures in exercises and training in several
ways: by specifying implausible or ineffective offensive employment conditions or delivery modes, selecting agents that would not be show-stoppers or whose effects would not truly be felt until well after the brief exercise, or choosing agents for which we assume (correctly or not) adequate
prophylaxis and, thus, little operational impact.
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Cha pter Seven

Medical Dimensions of
Counterproliferation

he NBC medical defense community faces complex challenges.
Medical planners confront significant uncertainties in thinking
through how threats will materialize and how decisions affecting
our response will be made. The element of the unknown is particularly
acute with respect to the biological warfare threat, which can present itself
in many different ways, some with the potential for creating mass military
and civilian casualties that would quickly overwhelm medical systems.
This large military-civilian overlap is just one factor contributing to the
complexity of NBC medical defense efforts. Another is the fact that
medical planning and responses can be dramatically affected by policy
decisions that may not be made until a conflict is already under way or an
NBC event has already occurred. Nor is it clear that NBC medical defense
is adequately integrated into the deliberate planning process, both in
Washington and in the field at home and overseas. Against this backdrop,
a number of specific issues affecting threat and response require attention.

T

Addressing All Aspects of the Threat
The annual Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff validated BW
threat list is used for planning and resource allocation, but it alone cannot—and does not—capture the complexity of the threat.21 If not all
threats are of equal concern, how do we prioritize known risks and assign
limited resources? A more systematic medical risk analysis, such as that
recently undertaken by the Army Office of the Surgeon General, may provide an improved guide to planning.22 This analysis attempts to assess the
relative importance of particular biological agents from a medical standpoint. Future medical risk analyses should build on this initial effort, also
evaluating the potential for modification (for example, antibiotic
resistance) or genetic engineering of agents, even if such threats today
may be considered non-evidentiary. Additionally, the medical defense
community cannot discount non-traditional diseases that could have potential security implications.
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Current law stipulates that no more than 20 percent of funding for
medical countermeasures may be obligated or expended for research, development, testing, and evaluation against threats outside the list of nearterm (within 5 years) “validated biowarfare agents.” Consequently, relatively few resources are devoted to agents considered to pose risks in the
mid- or far-term (5–10 and 10–20 years, respectively). Establishing an
appropriate balance in our investment strategy between current and emergent threats is clearly difficult. The timely development of required products is certainly essential, but so is basic science and research intended to
improve long-term understanding of biological processes. Deep research
of this type is the foundation for new knowledge that will provide solutions to future threats not yet in our field of view. Especially if we expect
the defense to lag offensive BW efforts, we cannot afford to devote all our
energies to problems identified long ago while ignoring potentially significant advances in biotechnology that may yield new threats with the potential to alter fundamentally the character of the BW problem.

Challenges to Effective Countermeasures
In theory, an effective vaccine has tremendous value because it can
eliminate what an adversary may consider a high-leverage threat. For this
reason, DOD is investing in capabilities to develop, test, license, produce,
and field a range of new vaccines. But this process is complicated,
lengthy, and costly. Vaccines are available for only a limited number of
threat agents, and most are in the category of investigational new drugs
(IND), meaning they have yet to complete the full Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval process. Although DOD previously operated under the assumption that, given the magnitude of the potential threat to personnel, the use of INDs would not be a problem in wartime, experiences
with “Gulf War Syndrome” and the anthrax vaccine have changed the political landscape considerably.
To what degree is the regulatory process itself a problem in fielding countermeasures? To some observers, the lag in approving treatments
and vaccines indicates that the FDA does not share the DOD sense of urgency in countering the chemical and biological threat. One result is that
the already-limited commercial interest in manufacturing vaccines is further reduced. To others, the regulatory process managed by the FDA is
absolutely vital as an independent benchmark of quality and safety and is
not fundamentally broken. While accelerating the regulatory process for
approving treatment or vaccines for biological agents of acute concern
may provide an answer in some cases, such an approach is unlikely to
present a permanent solution.
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Table 4: Medical NBC P rograms and Modernization Strategy 23
NEAR
(FY00–01)
Licensed
topical skin
protectant

M ID
(FY02–05)
Licensed
advanced
anticonvulsant
Licensed
multichambered
autoinjector

FAR
(FY06–16)
Licensed reactive topical skin protectant
Licensed advanced prophylaxis for
chem ical warfare agents
Licensed specific protection and
treatment for blister agents (vesicant
agent countermeasures)
Licensed ophthalmic ointment for
vesicant injury
Licensed therapeutic lotion for
burns cause d by vesicant agents
Licensed vesicant agent p rophylaxis

M edical
Biological
Defense

Anthrax
vaccine
amendment for
new dosing
sched ule

Licensed Q
fever vaccine
Licensed
smallpox
(vaccinia virus,
cell culturederived)
vaccine

Licensed next generation anthrax
vaccine
Licensed new plague vaccine
Licensed new Venezuelan Eq uine
Encephalomyelitis (VEE) vaccine
Licensed multivalent equine
encephalitis (VEE /western equine
encephalitis/eastern equine
encephalitis) vaccine
Multiagent vaccine delivery system
Portable Common D iagnostic
System
Licensed multivalent (A, B, C, E,
and F) Bo tulinum vaccine
Licensed ricin vaccine
Licensed tularemia vaccine
Licensed brucellosis vaccine
Licensed multivalent staphylococcal
enterotoxin vaccine

M edical
Nuclear
Defense

Broad
spectrum,
nonto xic
androstene
steroid protectant
validated
Combination
cytokine
therap y validated

Slow-release
subcutaneous
implants for
sustained
delivery of
radio protectants
New-generation
prophylac tic
and therap eutic
immunomodulators for
multiorgan
injuries

Licensed radiation-induced
cancer/mutation preventive techniques
Licensed countermeasures for
chem-bio-radiation interaction
Echelon 2 biodosimetry system

M edical
Chemical
Defense
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Risk
assessment for
low dose, low
dose-rate
radiation effect
Biodosimetry
assessment
tool software
program

Computer
mod els to
understand
effects resulting
from combined
NB C attacks
Echelon 3 biodosimetry
system

Other fast-track policies imposed on the FDA have had mixed results, leading in some cases to major drug recalls. One problem is resources: the FDA is underfunded and understaffed and is often unable to
effectively and rapidly exploit new technologies. Another limitation is the
availability of data: without rigorous testing, it is difficult to “push the
envelope” on vaccine development. As a result, most DOD funding associated with vaccine development is now directed toward testing to ensure
that no unwanted side effects exist—a process that, over time, may prove
cost-prohibitive for DOD. Regardless of cost, if a “no-risk” requirement
takes hold, vaccination as a biodefense strategy will become increasingly
problematic.
DOD vaccine developers are underfunded as well. Private industry
estimates that the average cost of bringing a single vaccine successfully
through the licensing process is over $400 million. The annual budget of
the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute for Infectious Diseases is just
10 percent of that amount. Although an ambitious plan is in place to license a number of vaccines in the 2005–2015 timeframe (table 4), many
question the prospects for success under current funding profiles. The
need for greater integration or leveraging of government-wide capabilities
related to medical countermeasures is pressing. Substantial resources and
relevant expertise exist in other Federal agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention—both of which have in recent years taken an active interest in
issues relating to bioterrorism preparedness.
Assumptions about the efficacy of antibiotic treatment also should
be challenged. Naturally occurring antibiotic resistance is increasingly
common. Indeed, some organisms are now treatable with only a single
therapy, rather than the multiple prophylactic options previously available
to physicians. This feature should be of central concern for biodefense.
Producing organisms resistant to a single antibiotic protocol is relatively
easy. For instance, ciprofloxacin was selected as an antimicrobial of
choice a decade ago in part because there was no known natural resistance
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to it. That is no longer the case. Soviet scientists attempted—and
failed—to produce biological agents resistant to up to 10 antibiotics. However, according to defectors from that program, they did succeed in producing pathogens resistant to as many as five. Assuming that other countries are not trying to do the same would be dangerous—especially with
advances in biotechnology that may make the job easier in the years to
come.
Nor are the identified medical, policy, research, and resource issues limited to the BW arena. Exposure to novel chemical agents, for instance, is likely to be fatal unless personnel are pretreated, perhaps with
pyridostigmine bromide (PB), a drug whose effectiveness is well modeled
in animals but is still considered experimental in humans. Because PB is
an IND yet to be licensed by the FDA as a pretreatment for chemical warfare agents, it has encountered resistance in the warfighter community.
The President can waive the required “informed consent” provisions of
law under extraordinary circumstances, but this requires a detailed, 18step process that probably would not be accomplished quickly. Similarly,
while antibiotics may help mitigate or forestall the effects of some biological agents, DOD pre-exposure application of certain prophylaxes would
encounter difficult legal constraints, and robust post-exposure treatment
could, absent appropriate planning, encounter significant logistical,
financial, or other operational difficulties. Yet without greater progress on
medical countermeasures, the military may encounter future situations in
which the use of INDs is the preferred, if not only viable, course of action.
The potential need to use investigational drugs in the field raises major
policy, operational, and ethical issues that will need to be considered in
deliberations concerning the prepositioning of medical countermeasures
and the treatment of noncombatants, U.S. and coalition forces, and hostnation support personnel.

Vaccine Production
The current debate over how to produce vaccines underscores the
challenges associated with creating a sustained, systematic response to the
NBC threat. It also reveals some of the complexities related to the role of
the private sector in mobilizing national capabilities for this mission.
Many argue for a government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) vaccine manufacturing facility, principally on the grounds that this is the only
practical approach. Only four significant commercial vaccine producers
still exist, and all have in the past expressed skepticism with respect to the
business. Pharmaceutical companies are simply not interested in producing particular vaccines because the profits are low while the risks are high.
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Recent problems with the availability of tetanus and influenza vaccines
underscore the trend. Especially for vaccines likely to require only limited
production quantities (1–2 million doses per year), the economics are prohibitively unattractive. Today, only two vaccines are slated for production
in volumes sufficient to be commercially viable: anthrax and smallpox.
Department of Defense ownership of vaccine manufacturing may not be
optimal, but reviving commercial interest has traditionally proven
difficult. This issue is likely to evolve further in light of the September
2001 anthrax attacks in the continental United States.
Those arguing against a GOCO facility point to the widespread
skepticism likely to accompany a DOD-produced vaccine, compared to
the product of a reputable pharmaceutical company. Moreover, vaccine
production is a highly complex, specialized process, and DOD may not
have the expertise to manage such a program. Critics of the GOCO facility
suggest that the private sector concerns can be addressed through the
proper financial and legal incentives—and through appeals to the national
interest (which may require a dose of Presidential persuasion). If the combination of profit and patriotism can overcome private sector resistance,
the payoff could be substantial in terms of efficiencies and of maintaining
a dispersed base of national expertise in a very complex set of skills and
processes. This could have a positive impact on the creation and sharing
of future knowledge.

Building DOD Expertise, Capabilities, and Procedures
The Defense Department lags in several areas critical to a fully
responsive NBC medical defense capability. Overall, the medical defense
system needs to better integrate NBC considerations at both the national
and local levels. This coordination is beginning to occur, but voids remain
in policies and procedures (especially at the level of the local military base
or hospital) regarding coordination with and outreach to civilian authorities and the local public health system. Expertise in dealing with biological warfare agents is lacking, which hampers efforts to establish robust
diagnostic capabilities. Training programs are being developed to remedy
this, focused in part on incorporating into military medicine polymerase
chain reaction techniques and preparing personnel for more advanced diagnostic tools that may be available in a few years. Improving the working
level of knowledge of microbiology is critical to enhanced diagnostic capabilities and could be aided by a library of microbe sequences. Such an
archive would help in the development of procedures for making definitive diagnoses. Finally, more attention is being given to medical surveillance systems that can, based on careful reporting and other techniques,
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facilitate timely detection and diagnosis of biological warfare events. Improved early warning of a biological attack and enhanced mass-casualty
treatment procedures and capabilities are urgent requirements.
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Chapter Eight

Deterring NBC Use

Today’s world requires a new policy, a broad strategy of active nonproliferation,
cou nterp roliferation, and d efenses. We mu st work together with like-min ded natio ns to
deny weapons of terror from those seeking to acquire them. We must work with allies and
friends who wish to join with us to defend against the harm they can inflict. And together
we must deter anyone who would contemplate their use.
We need ne w con cepts of deterrence tha t rely on bo th offensive an d defen sive forces.
Deterrence can no longer be based solely on the threat of nuclear retaliation. Defenses
can strengthen deterrence by reducing the incentives for proliferation. . . . We need a new
framework that allows us to build missile defenses to counter the different threats of
today’s world.
—Geo rge W. Bush 2 4

he decade since the end of the Cold War has passed without a
fundamental U.S. reassessment of the nature of and prospects for
deterrence. In 1994 and again in 1997, the Clinton administration
issued revised guidance on the role of nuclear weapons in U.S. national
security policy, but little systematic thought has been devoted to
examining the continuing relevance of Cold War-era deterrence concepts.
Today, that reassessment has begun, driven by new strategic realities and
new capabilities but based on enduring principles. Applying those
principles to the risks and opportunities present and emerging in the
security environment is one of the central challenges facing U.S. national
security and defense planning.
New thinking about deterrence proceeds from a key historical consideration: as horrifying as the Cold War “balance of terror” was, it contributed to preventing not only nuclear war but also a major conventional
conflict between superpowers. This success was grounded in a degree of
mutual understanding and shared interest between the United States and
Soviet Union. Each side believed that it understood the others’ values,
decisionmaking processes, and likely behavior under given circumstances.
Both sides were somewhat cautious and often averse to high-risk behavior, understood the costs of deterrence failure, and sought to establish
rules to regulate competition and contain the risks inherent in the posses-
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sion of large, sophisticated nuclear arsenals. Fundamentally, both sides
accepted mutual vulnerability—which became characterized as mutual
assured destruction (MAD)—as the imperfect but indispensable instrument of stability.
The changed character of the post-Cold War world has raised serious doubts about the continued relevance of this model. Some believe that
mutual vulnerability, whatever its flaws, remains the sine qua non of strategic stability between the United States and Russia and presumably China
as well. Others believe that mutual vulnerability is the wrong principle on
which to base strategic relations. New technology reinforces the challenge
to MAD doctrine, enabling both the U.S. commitment to missile defense
and research into non-nuclear weapons with the promise of achieving strategic effects without mass destruction. Framing a new concept for deterrence around these propositions and possibilities has significant implications for nuclear forces, defense investment, arms control, and allied relations. Some complex issues need to be confronted. How will the advent of
defenses and non-nuclear strategic weapons affect nuclear forces? Do we
envision cooperative defenses? Should we continue to maintain a large
operational nuclear plan directed at Russia? Should we accept a relationship of mutual vulnerability with China, or should the United States seek
to deny Beijing coercive options by deploying missile defenses?
Questions of these kind have no easy answers, in part because they
are politically dynamic, in part because no simple formula can define future offense-defense relationships. While we need to conceptualize the
respective roles of offensive and defensive forces and understand the implications for near-term decisions and longer-term planning, no single,
compelling logic is likely to define a future path. Rather, competing visions probably will shape a range of potentially divergent choices. The
illustrative configurations in table 5 frame a number of these options, each
driven by certain assumptions and carrying certain implications, which
have been discussed in recent years.
Options with no national missile defense have variously considered: (a) the status quo at Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) II
force levels; (b) a Russian proposal for 1,500 strategic warheads and no
additional defenses beyond those allowed by the ABM Treaty (under
which the United States does not currently deploy a national system); and
(c) a radically lower number of deployed strategic nuclear forces than
currently envisioned. The very light defensive system (d) reflects the
Clinton administration expanded “Capability 1” configuration (a smallscale, ground-based national system) coupled with the offensive force levels envisioned at the time for START III. The light approach (e) reflects
that administration’s “Capability 3” configuration (capable of defending
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(level of warheads)

Strategic Nuclear Forces

Table 5: Illustrative U.S. Force Mixes for 2020 25
Heavy
( 3,000–
3,500+)
Medium
(2,000–
2,500)
Light
(1,500)

a
d

b

g

e

Very Light
(1,000)
Minimal
(300–500)

f
h

c
0
None

100
Very
Light

250
Light

600–
800
Medium

1,000+
Heavy

“National” Missile Defense
(number of interceptors)
against a few tens of warheads with penetration aids launched from either
North Korea or the Middle East) coupled with the Russian proposal for
1,500 strategic nuclear weapons. The medium defense option (f) would
involve missile defenses at levels reminiscent of 1992-era proposals for
Global Protection Against Limited Strikes, together with smaller future
strategic forces. The heavy options would maintain envisioned START III
levels and a robust national system (g), or move toward defensedominance with robust missile defenses and limited strategic nuclear
forces (h). While the Bush administration’s missile defense architecture
has not yet been publically defined, the President has announced that the
United States will reduce its operationally deployed strategic nuclear
warheads to a level between 1,700 and 2,200 over the next decade.
In confronting the challenge of developing a viable framework for
deterrence of regional NBC threats, the Cold War theory and practice of
deterrence is likely to prove of limited use. The structural conditions of
the contemporary threat environment are fundamentally different and in
many ways more challenging. First, the goals of deterrence have changed.
In Cold War Europe, the United States and NATO sought to deter Warsaw
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Pact conventional power projection through the threat of nuclear escalation. Today, potential regional adversaries view NBC weapons as viable
means to counter U.S. power projection; our goal is to deter the threat or
use of such weapons and thereby retain conventional force superiority and
sufficient political will to prevail. Looking ahead, will regional NBC powers attempt to deter U.S. military action using essentially the same strategy
employed successfully by NATO against the Warsaw Pact—that is, by
attempting to raise prohibitively the cost of military action? The answer
turns on U.S. willingness to accept risks and, if necessary, to absorb costs.
Much will depend on our stake in the conflict.
This uncertainty points to the second basic change in the dynamics
of deterrence: the stakes in regional conflicts involving NBC weapons
may well be asymmetrical. An adversary with higher stakes than the
United States has is more likely to run greater risks and absorb higher
costs in challenging the United States through NBC escalation. Particularly if the conflict jeopardizes the adversary’s regime or survival as a
nation-state, deterring its NBC use through even the most dire threats
could prove difficult. In such cases, whether the U.S. interest will be
viewed as warranting escalation to the highest levels of violence is unclear. On the other hand, some analysts have argued that the use or even
presence of adversary NBC weapons in regional confrontations will raise
profoundly the stakes for the United States, given the implications for
global order of failing to decisively defeat NBC-armed aggressors. This
may be true, and it is certainly in the U.S. interest—and the interests of
deterrence—for potential adversaries to believe it. But even where the
U.S. stake is (for whatever reason) sufficiently high to lead us to accept
the costs of defeating the adversary, making this fact unambiguously clear
will be a challenge given evident uncertainties in communicating with potential regional antagonists.
The third important way in which deterrence is different is in our
relative lack of familiarity with the particular actors we aim to deter. Absent a sound working knowledge of the adversary, only a limited basis
exists for anticipating with any accuracy his responses to deterrent threats.
Where there is major uncertainty regarding specific leaders, values, and
modes of decision, crafting and communicating deterrence messages is an
unpredictable process. History suggests that we can expect to encounter
regimes and individual leaders whose values differ from our own, in some
cases dramatically so. Without a framework for understanding their motivations, values, and risk calculus, deterrence may be a problematic strategy against such actors, especially if we emphasize imposing costs they
may be willing to absorb. This inclination to accept risk does not make
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them irrational but rather suggests we lack the means to properly understand them.
The principal implication of these changes is that we should prepare for deterrence failures. Failure is certainly not inevitable, but we
should not place high confidence in deterrence strategies if we have limited or uncertain understanding of how to dissuade specific actors from
certain actions under particular conditions. Enhancing the prospects for
successful deterrence will depend on knowing more about potential adversaries and maintaining a flexible spectrum of capabilities that can be tailored to specific situations. In particular, capabilities that visibly reduce
U.S. costs and raise adversary costs should be emphasized. Reducing our
own costs—through such means as active and passive defenses—will enhance our freedom of action in regional crises, make our threats more
credible, reinforce our will to prevail, and hedge against the failure of deterrence. Raising adversary costs—perhaps, for instance, by fielding weapons that can deny the sanctuary currently provided by hardened and
deeply buried facilities—may not in all cases be decisive in tipping the
scales toward deterrence success but is likely to be an important contributing factor.
Capabilities that alter the adversary’s perception of the benefits
and costs of brandishing or using NBC weapons also have the potential to
contribute to dissuasion. They may lead proliferators to reconsider their
investment in NBC weapons or to channel that investment in more complex and costly directions to avoid or attempt to counter emerging U.S. offensive or defensive capabilities. For this reason, U.S. counterproliferation
strategy should include a prominent role for the kinds of science and technology, research and development, and advanced concepts that will allow
us to keep pace with or stay ahead of the evolving asymmetric threat. The
resulting capabilities will be necessary for dissuasion and deterrence and
for prevailing at acceptable cost should deterrence fail.
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Chapter Nine

Preemption in Peacetime, Crisis,
and War

reemption of NBC-related targets remains a controversial subject, in
part because of the political and legal issues it raises but also
because it presents some very difficult operational challenges. But as
proliferation problems become more acute, preemption is likely to be
discussed more openly, scrutinized more closely, and planned for more
deliberately. The potential of biological and nuclear weapons in particular
to create mass casualties will, in a crisis (if not before), inevitably compel
consideration of preemptive measures that might foreclose such an
outcome. Views on the wisdom and feasibility of preemption strategies
vary widely and need to be aired more fully if a useful debate is to occur.
Such a debate needs to consider at least three fundamental questions:
What kind of options might the national command authorities (NCA)
require? What judgments need to be made by the NCA in considering
preemption? And what are the policy implications of preemption
strategies?
In the counterproliferation context, preemption would involve the
use of force to disable or destroy adversary NBC weapons before they
could be used. In peacetime, the focus likely would be on the adversary
capacity to develop and deploy NBC weapons, while in crisis or war the
focus would be on operational capability (though infrastructure presumably would be targeted as well). From the standpoint of international law,
the central issue relates to the circumstances under which preemption can
be considered a legitimate act of self-defense. More restrictive readings of
international law would allow a nation to destroy NBC capabilities only
after attack. More expansive interpretations would permit a state targeted
by another to employ military force to protect itself against imminent attacks, where the prospects for non-violent resolution are remote.
From this perspective, peacetime preemption, absent conditions of
imminent attack, could be problematic from the standpoint of international
law. But ruling out peacetime preemption as a policy option for this reason seems equally unconvincing; international law is not a suicide pact.
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The “imminent attack” legal standard must be leavened by practical considerations that reflect the right of states to self-preservation. One way to
do this is to apply the standard of “sufficient threat,” under which a military first strike is legitimate if there is a manifest intent to injure, a degree
of active preparation that makes that intent a positive danger, and a general situation in which waiting or inaction would greatly magnify the risk.
While this standard still offers a very robust set of criteria for preemptive
action, it recognizes the real-world circumstances under which nations
hostile to one another weigh their vital interests and policy options.
Legal considerations aside, the absence of an imminent threat of
attack is likely to make preemption politically controversial. Risks include
the likelihood of international condemnation, the possibility of retaliation
(including with NBC weapons if the attack is less than completely successful), the possibility of triggering war, and the potential for collateral
damage to civilians. These risks need to be weighed against the potential
short- and long-term gains for regional stability, achievement of U.S. security objectives, and nonproliferation. In some cases, it may become possible to build a consensus in support of preemptive or involuntary disarmament measures as means to enforce the international nonproliferation
regime and norms against the use of NBC weapons, directed principally at
rogue states and others whose behavior violates widely agreed-upon international standards. This rationale for peacetime preemption concedes that
for these states deterrence of NBC use may fail, and that waiting for a crisis to emerge only gives the adversary more time to develop and to protect
his capabilities. Developing a political consensus along these lines would
be difficult as long as NBC weapons are not openly brandished or
employed but could become much easier if a rogue NBC attack causes
major damage or has significant strategic impact.
In a crisis, preemption is likely to be less problematic legally and
politically, though more difficult operationally, especially if the adversary
enhances protection of or disperses his assets. In wartime, the destruction
of hostile NBC weapons is likely to be a high-priority military mission.
Legal and political constraints would be even less salient, though the
operational challenges would be significant. In either crisis or war, there is
a risk of creating “use or lose” pressures that could lead the adversary to
employ NBC weapons earlier in the conflict or in ways different than intended.
In situations short of war, several critical judgments will influence
NCA consideration of preemption: our ability to deter adversary use of
NBC weapons; the likelihood of the adversary transferring NBC capabilities to other states or nonstate actors; the coercive and military utility of
adversary NBC capabilities; the existence of credible non-military policy
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options; legal and ethical factors; the likely costs and risks of either preempting or not preempting; and the degree of confidence in preemptive
military solutions.
In this calculus, the operational challenges to effective preemption
have the potential to be showstoppers. Preemption is in many ways a
unique mission, requiring an exceptionally high degree of confidence in
success. The consequences of failure could be quite severe, and there may
be only one opportunity to achieve the specified objective. The intelligence challenge alone is daunting: mission planning would deSince you cannot d efend everywhere at all
pend highly on a large amount of
times against every conce ivable terrorist
tactic, you have no choice, bu t in your
analytically based intelligence,
own self-defense, to be preemptive, to go
including engineering analysis to
after the terrorists where they are.
support characterization of a com—Do nald Rumsfeld 2 6
plex target set. Even in peacetime,
planners realistically can expect
key targets to be dispersed, hardened, or otherwise concealed. In critical
ways, intelligence is the “long pole” in planning for preemption. Without
improvement to intelligence capabilities, some preemption options simply
may not be feasible. Some progress has been made in this and other
mission-essential areas such as planning tools, munitions tailored to NBC
targets, damage assessment models, operational concepts, and tactics.
Responsible planning requires that the NCA have options for the
full range of NBC attack options suitable for peacetime, crisis, and war.
The information requirements for timely, informed decisionmaking should
be identified, and possible courses of action should be developed and exercised. Senior policymakers need to think through how the development
of preemption options could or should affect U.S. declaratory policy. Options range from retaining the current policy of deliberate ambiguity to
openly threatening preemptive action against adversaries that acquire or
deploy NBC capabilities, with median postures in which the United States
declares the right to preempt under certain conditions. The merits of alternative declaratory policies need to be examined, not least for their potential impact on U.S. nuclear doctrine, specifically, whether promoting or
adopting a doctrine of preemption could serve to reduce the flexibility inherent in current U.S. nuclear policy. Finally, preemption will be a more
viable option if we are viewed as actively supporting and strengthening
existing international norms against NBC acquisition and use. Enforcing
these norms by force is unlikely to garner widespread international support if we are perceived as indifferent to other forms of prevention.
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Cha pter Ten

Counterproliferation Past and Future:
Key Considerations

ver the last decade, the counterproliferation enterprise has passed
through a number of distinct phases. The early phase (1991–94)
emphasized consciousness-raising based on Desert Storm lessons
learned, the establishment of the Defense Counterproliferation Initiative,
and an initial effort to find and fix obvious capability deficiencies. The
second phase (1995–96) saw the first institutional responses to the
counterproliferation challenge: engagement by the policy community (evident in publications such as Proliferation: Threat and Response), the joint
planning community (for example, through Joint Strategic Capabilities
Plan tasking, Counterproliferation Charter, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff Roles and Missions Study), and the programmatic community (for
example, the Counterproliferation Program Review Committee). The third
phase (1997–present) has been characterized by the increased engagement
of the warfighter community (CINCs and services) in assessing and adjusting to NBC threats. This process has been facilitated by rigorous analytic efforts that have yielded insights allowing the warfighter to understand NBC threats in operational detail. The dominant focus of this phase
has been on the chemical warfare threat, and we see today the emergence
of evolutionary, risk-based concepts intended to enhance the military’s
ability to operate within that threat environment. More recently, we have
begun to give more systematic attention to the BW threat and to the requirements for consequence management. Revised joint warfighting doctrine has also been developed, encompassing some significant changes in
how commanders should plan for operations in NBC environments.
Moving forward, the basic imperative is to sustain institutional
focus on counterproliferation so the conditions for further progress can be
maintained—both in areas where some success has already been achieved
and in areas where an agenda for action remains to be fully defined. As we
do so, we need to keep in mind a number of important considerations
grounded in lessons learned over the past decade:
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1.

Counterproliferation is, to a significant extent, the price of engagement. If the United States is to maintain its role as security
guarantor, preferred partner, and power projector, counterproliferation must be a central concern. If we allow ourselves
to be deterred or defeated by NBC threats from regional
powers or terrorists, the strategic, political, and psychological
price will be high indeed. If chemical and biological weapons
use is a likely condition of future warfare, then
counterproliferation must be a principal and sustained feature
of defense planning.

2.

Our appreciation of the NBC threat has become more
sophisticated in recent years, but critical gaps remain in our
understanding of how, under what circumstances, and for what
specific purposes particular adversaries may use these
weapons. The intelligence and science and technology
communities face a challenge of growing complexity as the
proliferation landscape becomes more dynamic with respect to
both motivations and means. The risk of proliferation surprise
is increasing; our responses should seek both to diminish the
likelihood of surprise and to lessen the consequences of
surprise as it occurs.

3.

Strategic policy issues have the potential to be transformed by
the regional proliferation threat. Active defenses to address the
regional long-range missile threat have major implications for
great power strategic relations, as do theater systems with
respect to coalition cohesion in key regions. Compared to Cold
War-era deterrence, deterrence of regional NBC actors will be
less predictable and more likely to fail. The potential of largescale casualties suggests the need for more open consideration
of NBC preemption as a policy option.

4.

While counterproliferation is increasingly accepted as a
necessary defense planning priority, parts of the defense and
national security communities still lack awareness of its
implications—particularly with respect to the potential
operational impact of NBC use. Warfighters have made
progress in recent years in understanding the implications of
chemical weapons use for critical U.S. military operations and,
to a lesser extent, coalition warfare and host-nation
considerations. Additional testing, concept development, and
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operational exercises and training should further enhance warfighter ability to wage war in a chemical environment.
5.

By contrast, only limited progress has been made in the last
decade in meeting the biological warfare challenge, despite
considerable motivation, resources, and effort devoted to this
task. Some insights have been gained into the BW threat, and
some improved capability has been fielded. But incremental
improvements to biodefense based on traditional concepts may
not keep pace with the threat. In turn, there is a danger that
biodefense will continue to be seen by many as “too hard.”
DOD should seek to:
#

#

#

#

#
#

#

#

translate the growing generalized concern about the
BW threat into a coherent, actionable vision for the
intelligence, policy, and operational communities
develop an achievable, properly resourced biodefense
strategy as a matter of priority, articulated and overseen
by senior leaders (this should also receive greater
national-level priority)
consider new concepts for biodefense that are less
reliant on the chemical defense paradigm and that
complement the current focus on technical detection
with greater emphasis on meteorological forecasting,
disease surveillance, and expedient masking in highrisk conditions
conduct more systematic medical risk analysis to
improve medical readiness and better target resources
for the most likely and most consequential BW
contingencies
train and exercise against realistic BW scenarios, in
conjunction with key friends and allies where possible
develop and implement policies and operational
concepts for medical response to mass-casualty and
contagious disease scenarios
reform biodefense acquisition by streamlining research
and development and procurement processes and
organizations, and by strengthening the Office of the
Secretary of Defense oversight role
make a sustained effort to improve capabilities to
attribute responsibility for BW attacks in a timely and
authoritative manner.
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6.

The operational, policy, organizational, and resource issues
associated with the DOD consequence management mission
must be confronted and resolved. The importance of homeland
defense in the Bush administration vision for DOD—and, more
recently, the tragic events of September 11 and the subsequent
anthrax releases in the homeland—bring into sharper focus the
opportunities and risks inherent in this mission as well as the
requirement to expeditiously confront this challenge.

7.

Counterproliferation considerations are increasingly integrated
into policy guidance and military planning, but the mission
area still lacks a clear managerial focus or a fully developed
planning framework—and overall remains less than fully
mainstreamed. Noticeably lacking today is a strong, seniorlevel forcing function in DOD. The Department should seek to
revitalize, empower, and sustain internal and interagency
organizational arrangements that facilitate senior-level
direction, au th or it y, a nd ac co un ta bi li ty t o the
counterproliferation mission. To this end, reinvigorating the
Counterproliferation Council likely would be a useful nearterm step.

8.

Finally, the implications of transformation for
counterproliferation need to be better understood. On the one
hand, the rhetoric of emerging threats suggests increased
emphasis on the range of counterproliferation activities and
programs. On the other, perceived resource constraints could
create downward pressures on passive defense, counterforce
and/or other non-missile defense programs. (How resource
pressures identified in the May conference may have evolved
in the wake of the September 11 attacks or in the context of the
war on terrorism is unclear.) Similarly, it will be important to
assess the impact of possible reductions in forward-deployed
forces as well as of the introduction of new concepts for the
employment of military power on operations in NBC
environments. The central task: determine how current
counterproliferation policies, programs, and plans fit into the
future vision for the armed forces being developed in DOD.

This moment of strategic assessment provides an opportunity to
take stock of the overall counterproliferation program and in particular the
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priorities that have shaped the allocation of resources across and within
the various counterproliferation pillars. Surely, improvement in denial capabilities across the board must continue, but we must not be captive to
old thinking in advancing this objective. DOD leadership should consider
a “zero-based” look at requirements with emphasis on determining
whether it is on the right track, how best to balance resource allocation for
both near- and longer-term threats, and what the risks are in underresourcing certain activities. This activity would be the most sweeping
assessment of the counterproliferation research, development, and acquisition state of play since the Deputy Secretary of Defense conducted an initial DOD-wide review in 1994, and it could revitalize the work of the
Counterproliferation Program Review Committee. Canonical assumptions
about how best to meet the threat (for example, the applicability of chemical defense concepts to biodefense, or the emphasis in biodefense research
and development on technical detectors) must be critically examined to
ensure we are making effective preparations for future battlefields. This
challenge is at the heart of Secretary Rumsfeld’s calls for transformation
and is a core defense planning challenge for the 21st century.
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